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n:l'llODT.:C'l'I ON • 
The two poin t threshol d was studied extensively 
by the psychophysical experimenters of the last century. More 
reoent formulations in signa l de t ection theory have suggested 
that the statements of thes e workers abou t absolute t ~resholds 
should be viewed with caution. 
This study investigates the two point threshold 
in the light of these formulati ons, and has two main aims :-
(r) To state a nd deal with the problem of 
relating a limi t ation in perc8ptual abi lity, such as that 
which is represented by the two po int threshold, t o the receptor 
organisation of the body. 
(2) To demonstrate a pract i ce effec t on the t wo 
point threshold, and to cons i der t his in the light of ( r ) above . 
_ To fulfil these two aims, . a model of t he neural 
mechanisms underlying the discrimi na tion of two point s applied 
to the skin is proposed , and this is able to accomodate what is 
known of the two point threshold. Alt hough the model is simple 
it explicitly accounts for size t ransfer and the practice effect, 
and provides some clues as to the t ype of neural mechanism capable 
of producin& them. The practice effect is demonstra t ed experi-
mentally, and the r esults are then referred t o the model proposed. 
The physiology of an organism s ets the limits for 
i ts behaviour. 'fhe first aim is thus an important one , i_n the. t 
it consider s a specific cas e of this benera l problem. And 
secondly, the practice effect on the two paint threshold is 
typical of a num "er of f airl y simple "learning" phenomena, 
which a re part of t he psychologists' s tudy of learning. 
Section I. Chapter I. 
R :~C-~PTIV:3! FI ~Ll)S . 
A general problem i n sensory analysis is that of 
relating a discrimination ability to receptive field organisation. 
In an attempt to relate visual shape discrimination to receptive 
field organisation in the visual system, Sutherland (1957) 
suggested that in the octopus's visual system, shapes were con-
verted into their horizontal and vertical projections. It was 
known from behavioural work (Sutherland 1957), that vertical and 
horizontal rec tangles are very readily discriminated by the 
octopus, but two obliQue rectangles are not. 
Sutherland sugg.3s te<l tha t a "counting" of the 
horizontal projections of these shapes in neural terms formed 
the basis of the octopus's discrimination ability, and this 
would 3xll lain the observed findings. The horizontal projections 
of the two obliQue rectangles are the same (AB = CD) • 
............. .. ...... • 1." .... ........ ... ...... .... .. .. .. , ........ "" .. I ........................ .. 
1. 
HowaV3r, this early suggestion wa s not able to 
deal with l ater · behavioural work (rev iewed by Boycott - 1965) , 
so that Sutherland (1963) suggests an "o pen closed" dimension 
On which the octopus discrimina tes shapes. This later suggestion 
is more consistent both with what is known of the rece ~ tive field 
organisation of the octopus's visual system, and with wha t is 
known of the animal's discrimination abi l i ties. 
The frog has tha ability t o catch flies and in-
sects wi th its tongue, and to avo i d predators by jumpi ng i nto 
the water. In his phototactic jumping experiments at Oxford , 
Muntz (1962) showed that frogs will jump tow:uds blue light and 
avoid green l ight. He had already established that frogs have 
true colour vision in the sense that the frog's visual system 
is capable of wave13ng th discriminat i ons, and this ability is. 
not simply "colour dependence or spectral sensi tivi ty" (!.:unt z 1962) . 
The fibres from the frog 's retina pass along the 
optic nerve to the optic tectum, but the frog also has a rudi-
mentary t oalamic visual system. Muntz studied these retinal 
projection fibres, and found tha t they were sensitive to blue 
light to a surprising degree. Yellow or green lig ht of up to 
ten times the intensity did not elicit as much response in these 
fibres as did eV8n a dim blue l ight. This was so ~ven when the 
green light contained as much blue light (mixed in it) as did the 
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pure blue li;;ht. 
The positive pho t otactic jumping res ponse to blue 
light is thus found togethn wi th a g reater retina l projection 
sensi tivi ty to tha t wavelength. The two are not necessarily 
connected, but Muntz s uggasts tha t it is possible that the great-
er sensitivity to blue light found in the visual system is im-
portant in the phototactic res ponse. In ths natural environment, 
the light above the w~ ter will be bluish, while that above the 
grass verges round the pond will be green. When a predator 
startles the frog, it is im 00rtant that the frog jumps towa rds 
the blue and not the green. 
Lettvin, Maturana, licCulloch and Pitts (1959) 
pl :.ced fine eleotrodes in the retinae of excised frogs' eyes, 
and analysed receptor activity at tha t leval. When a ·small 
moving shadow falls on the retina, a particular set of fi bres 
fires and eJicits a reflex movement of the tongue. Thess are 
probably the fibres subserving food detection (flias and s mall 
inseots ) in the frog 's visual system. These cells do not re-
spond to anything but small moving objects - "a frog would 
probably sta rve to death if s '.urounded by dead flies only" 
(lluntz 1962). There are also fibres which fire only to a 
general dimming of illumination. These are probably the f i bres 
whioh subserve the frog's ability to escape large predators. 
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When a bird of prey flies overhe ad, the shadow could cause such 
a sudden dimming of illumina tion. 
Receptive fields for cells in the visual system 
of the cat h .ve been mapped by Kuffler (1953). At the retinal 
ganglion cell level, Kuffler found that he could distinguish 
two types of cell according to their receptive fields. The first 
of these had an "on" cent r e with an "off" surround. The centre 
of the receptive field was such that when a spot of light was 
switched on and shone into it, the cell fired a sensory volley 
up the optic tract to higher visual centres. But in the outer 
areas of the receptive field, the s pot of light inhi bited the 
firing of the ce l l. 
In the second type of retinal ga ngl i on cell, t he 
centre of the rece ) tive field was i nhibitory while the s urround 
was excitatory. ':'hes·e receptive ·fields are always conce ntri c 
in shape, and fire maximally to spots of li ght placed over the 
excitatory areas and not s pilling onto the s urround. These 
receptive fields may be represented di agramma t i cally thus :-
A. .. .. 
... : .. 
...... 
.. ... 
.. ON" CENTR. t , 'off' h'tU .... 'J>. 
Atcrp"TI"~ F'£Ll>. 
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B. 
.. . Of F t E NTR E ,"0'" Su.U'ow 
~tCEP""VE FIELl>. 
These findings have been confirmed by Hubel and 
Wiesel (1961, 1962) and Hubel (1960, 1963) and others. Hubel 
and Wiesel mapped receptive fields for ret i nal ganglio n cells, 
lateral geniculate body cells and striate cortex cells by shining 
stimulus spots or bars of light onto the stabilised retinae of 
anaesthetised cats, and recording the responses of these cells 
through mic ro31ectrodes. Apart from confirming Kuffler's findings 
at the retinal ganglion cell level, Hubel and Wiesel have found 
the same typa of cells at lateral geniculate body leval. And 
in toe visual cortex of tha cat, they have discovered receptive 
fields which have quite specific shapes, as shown in the diagram:-
)C. areas 
giving excitatory 
( tlon") responses. 
A areas 
giving inhibitory 
( "off" ) responses. 
(Adapted from Hube l D.H. and ','liesel T.N. (1962) Journal of 
Physiology Vol . 160 page III . ) 
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The shapes shown here are the actual maps of points 
on the retina which were found t o affect the firing of a single 
cortical neuron. A typical field is elliptical, having a narrow 
band of excitatory po ints running longitudinally, flanked by two 
wider longitudinal inhib i tory strips , or vice versa. 
From t he shape of the receptive field of a cortical 
neuron, as map ~ad by a spot of light , Hubel and Wiesel found that 
they could predict wha t stimulus shape would give a maximal re-
sponse from the neuron. In the case of diagram (A) above, this 
would be a rectangle of light l ai d along the length of the re-
ceptive f i eld covering only t he excitatory centre band. A 
small twisting of the orientatio~ of the rectangle .. ",ould pro~ably 
be enough to do away with the re sponse, since it would now cover 
both exc itatory ani inhibi tory a reas, and the response would 
thus be something less than maximal . An example of this is 
given by Hubel and Wiesel in the diagram below. On the l eft 
is the position of the stimulating rectengle and on the right 
are the number of s pikes fired by the cell. Notice how tilting 
the stimulus abo l ishes the response in di agrams (d) and (e). 
(CL). Llf.1fI 0.,. . 
.. _----_.-
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.. ----_ .... 
----~---
<..c ). 
(cL_). __ ~. 
(-t..) . 
-----tF 
, 
----- --_ .. 
, , , . , , , I 
'" "'"11 
(Adapted from Hubel D. H. and Wiesel T.N. (1962) Journal of 
Physiology Vol. 160 _page 114 . ) 
Uniform stimulation of the whole field (without any 
contours at all ) would leave the neu ron unaffected . Thus each 
neuron has a particula r sha pe and orientation of contoured stimulus 
which will elicit a maximum response . 
In the cat's v i sual cortex, Hubel and Wiesel have 
found cells having rece ptive fields much more complicated than 
these. These cells probably give "a further stage in t he ana lys i s 
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of information in the visual system" (Sutherland 1963). For 
. instance, some. cells fire maximally to a straight edge . Others 
fire maximally to rectangul ',r bars of light in a particular 
o rientat i on, as noted above, but moving in a certain di r ection . 
Yet others were affected not only by shape, orientation and 
di rection of movement, but also by the speed of movement of the 
stimulus across the visual field. This was so for l~rge parts 
of the retina: in extreme cases , the receptive fields of the cells 
i nvolved could be the whole half of the retina . 
Again , it is known that cats can discrimi~ate 
va r ious sha.pes . This work is an attempt to relate that ability 
t o rec eptive field organisation. 
Roughly, the receptive field of a cell at any point 
in a sensory system, is the a r ea of receptor surface over which 
t he firing of that ce l l can be influenced by stimuli . Thus 
Gordon and Jukes (1962) speak of receptive fields on the cutaneous 
surface of the body of cats when dealing with the excitatory and 
inhibitory influences on cells in the nucleus gracilis of the 
hindhrain. And Gordon and Paine (1960) showed that cells in the 
middle 3 mm. of the long axis of the nucleus gracilis of the cat 
have rec eptive fields on the cutaneous surface which are much 
smaller than those lying on either side of them . 
These workers Viere measuri.ng the firing responses 
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of nucleus g racilis cells to touch stimuli, for example, the 
bending of hairs or the ap plication of pres sure to the body sur-
faoe. In this way they were ma pping receptive fields for these 
cells. 
J.Z. Young (I960) studied what he called "Regulari-
ties in the Retina and Optic Lobes of the Octopus", and attempted 
to relate ·these to the animal's form discrimination ability. 
"He obtained evidence that the dendritic pickup fields in. the 
optic lobe of the octopus are predominantly elliptical, and 
that there is a maximum number oriented in a plane which 
corresponds with a visual horizontal, and a second maximum 
number oriented in a plane which cor r esponds with a visual 
vertical, and fewer in the intermedia t e orientations. It 
is possible that Young has discovered in the octopus the 
anatomi cal basis for a coding a rrangement simila r to that 
demonstrated by physiological techniques in the stri ate 
cortex of the. cat. Two .simple operations which could be 
performed on information coded by this arrangement in the 
octopus are, to count the total number of receptive fields 
fired and to count the ratio of fields fired in one orien-
tation to those fired in the others" (Sutherland 1963 ) • 
This may give the mechanism of shape discri-
mination in the octo pus visua l system. Such are the types of 
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link up between receptive fisld organisation and a known discri-
mination ability (or lack of ability), which have been attempted. 
This paper will attempt such a link up for the two point threshold. 
Receptive fields are present on the skin for all 
the cutaneous senses. Thus E.H. Weber (1834, cited by E.Boring 
1942) spoke of "sensation circles" on the skin:-
"If one regarded the cutaneous zone in which any given nerve 
fibre could be affected as a oircle, the skin could be di-
vided into a very large number of sensory Circles. In Weber's 
"compass experiment", these sensation circles were affected 
by the two compass points applied lightly to the skin. If the 
two points were applied ,within the same sensation circle, they 
would give rise to the stimulation of only cne fibre, and 
thus to the perception of only one , point. If the two points 
rested on two sensation circles next to one another, the per-
ception was of a line. Two points would be appreciated only 
if an unexcited sensation circle was interposed betwaen the 
two excited ones" (Boring 1942). 
Weber drew his sensory circles as hexagons so that 
they would fit together without overlap. In fact, there is 
overlap of innecvation. Although the branches of different 
,cutansous fibres do not join up, they do serv~ overlapping areas 
of the skin (Morgan 1965). Weber's concept of an excited fibre 
next to an unexcited fibre, aach with a priv9te path to the cortex, 
is not correct either (T.e. Rueh, 1951). 
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THE CUT 'J1:;;OUS S :;)NSES. 
2(i) Skin Structure. 
The ski n is 'made up of two layers, an ou ter l ay 3 C 
called the Epidermis and an inner layer called the Dermis. The 
boundary between the dermis and subcutaneous tissue is not clear 
cut. , The epidermis itself is made up of two layers, the outer 
dead corneal layer and the inner malpighian layer. The corneal 
layer of the epidermis i s made up of "flattened dead cells ••• 
because living cells cannot survive exposure to air or water" 
(Montagna , 1965). The l,lalpighian layer, however, is hving 
tissue and is supplied with nerve endings, while the dermis is 
richly supplied wi th both nerve endings and blood ve 3s els. The 
thick fibrous tis 3ue of the dermis makes up the main bulk of t he 
skin ('~ontag,na 1965). 
The skin is not uniformly sensitivd to a ll sorts 
of stimuli but has senso r y spots on it. ThisMpunctate sensi t ivity 
of the skin"(Morgan I965) refers to spots of high sensitivity 
sur rounded by areas of relatively lower sensi tivi ty. If the 
skin i s mapped with a small stimulator at a low temperature, 
for example, some points respond with cold while others do not 
(Morgan 1965) . 
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There is a traditional division of the cutaneous 
senses into four: touch, pain , warm and cold. There are a large 
number of derivations from these four basic qualities of cutaneous 
sensation, of which vibration, itch and tickle are perhaps the 
most common. It is just possible that there are actually three 
t ouches, two pains and two each of the temperature senses 
(Jenkins 1951). In any event, in everyday life one seldom ex-
periences pain without touch, and so each cutaneous experience is 
the result of a combination of sensory events from two or three 
of the four senses. 
There ara a number of different variations' in the 
structure of the somatic rece ptors. For example, there are:-
I). FRE£ NERVE ENDINGS. These are widely distributed in the 
skin and are found in great numbe rs in the dermis and malpighian 
layer of the epidermis. They are found in the cornea of the eye, 
which has no blood vessels and in fact obtains its nutriments from 
t he aqueous humor. 
Free nerve endings. 
(Adapted from Wyburn G. M., Pickford R.W. and Hirst R.J . (1964) 
"Human Senses and Pe rception" Oliver & Boyd, London, pI6) 
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2;. Around each hair bulb are the BASr':T "llDINGS, which are not 
found at all in smooth skin. Deflecting a hair is enough to 
innervate the fibre served by the basket ending at the hair bulb. 
Thus a sensation of touch can be aroused without direct contact 
on t he skin simply by touching a hair. Stetson (1923, quoted by 
Jenkins 1951 on p 1177) showed that destroying the hair root 
endings reduces, but does not do away with the sensitivity to 
touch. It seems, then, that movement of the hair not only dis-
turbs the basket endings but also distorts the surface of the 
skin and so affects the other touch recaptors as well. 
r- --- - --- - - -----., 
, I 
I I 
I I 
: I 
, -:--:_~~- - I ,,...-:---.-~ , 
J • _ I 
~ -- . t 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I .. ,' 
I 
I I . .a;-...... _ 
I , 
1-_ -- ---- -7"" -----.! 
Basket ending and hair follicle . 
3). ENCAPSULATED ~ND ORGANS. The nerve fibre here ends in a 
shell or other structure. At least the follow ing divisions of 
encapSUlated end organs have been made :- 1leissner corpuscles , 
Krause End bulbs, Ruffini cylinde r s , and, deeper in the body, 
Pacinian corpuscles and Golgi tendon organs. 
All of these are illustrated i n t.he schematic 
diag rams whi ch follow:-
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(From Morgan C.T. ( I 96 5) "Physi ological Psycholo ,,;y " "c" 
Hi ll, PP244 - 24 5 , a nd '!lyburn G. :: ., Pic kford =t . ':i ., o. r.~ 
Hirs t R.J. (19 64) "tiuman Senses and !'erception" p!~ ~ 
In many parts <;>f the body there are found i. r. add : 
the glomus bodi es , which a re direot connections to th~ v~ in ~ 
arteries, and are l arger thaI'. simple capillaries (Jenkins r; ," 
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The relative sizes and positions of the various 
skin str~ctures may be seen in the idealised section given below:-
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(Adapted from MONTAGNA w. (1965) Scientific American vol. 212 p 60) 
In this idealised section of the skin, it is seen 
that:- "The underlying dermis is supported by a fat - rich sub-
cutaneous stratum. Intermingled with the cells of the dermis are 
tine blood vessels (colour), tactile and other nerves, the smooth 
muscle that raises the hair when contracted and a variety of 
specialised glands. ·Abov8 the dermis are the twin layers of the 
epidermis ••• " (Montagna, 1965 p 60) 
The corneal layer of the epidermis consists inter 
alia of keratin, and is the principle shield of the body. "In 
mammals the same tissue that produces the epidermis also differen-
tiates into hair, spines , nails, claws, hooves, scales ·and horns" 
. (Montagna 1965, p 56). 
2 (ii). THE RZCEPTORS. 
The functioning of. a Iacinian corpuscle is a good 
example of how a mechanoreceptor subserves touch or pressure per-
ception. The actual stimulation of such a receptor depends on a 
deformation of the skin or the tissuss due to pressure. 
"The receptor element in the Pacinian corpuscle is the nerve 
terminal enclosed in a sheath made up of concentric layers 
like those of an onion, with some intervening fluid. 
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Pressure will comprass the corpuscle with initia l di~placa-
ment of all its layers, includ i ng the nerve terminal. 
,+--spinal s 
cell ·~~~~~~~~~~--- naked ne 
ter:ninal 
( Taken from Wyb;un C.M., Pickford R. W. and Hirs t R.J. (1964; 
"Human Senses and Perception" Oliver & Boyd , London , pI7) 
Displacement of the enclosed recaptor is however, confined 
to the onset of compression and does not persist with sustained 
stimulation. Thus, the activation of the receptor will be 
limited to the initial stimulation and the characteristic 
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cal at.t ribu te of t hd structural! ( ;Vyburn, Pickford ,,,,rj Hi r"t ro p;. 
If only cutaneous touch is to be evok~d , then o~~ y 
vary light weight s or weak hair stimulators must be u~ed . H~~'ri e "" 
weights or R tro ng~r stimuli will affact deer> pre ssure r~cap"tor'~ 
aB well . The surface reca;t:Jrs Sdam to function in a "deR.i l.- b'3'+" 
way (.T3nk i rtR 1951 ) , wharea~ the de8p pre Rsu ra rac erto!'s ho?hva 
longer adap~ ation ti~es . Sana Pacin ia~ c o rpuscla~ , for inRt ~ ~c~ , 
suc h aA thO~A in dee p'3 r t isRues round th~ jo i nts , are s low ana:---
ting ('ilyburn , Pickford ann Hirst 1964 ) . 
By "daad- bea t " is meant t hat tha c alls f i r e a r<1 
rstv rn im!!1ediat e l y to their .former ~t at~ . Therd iR Ii t~. ] -3 or 
no r dv arba ra t:ion or after- ac tjvity . Go od /3vi dr:3 !'!ce for ~a.~rir.e 
th .. ~t the su rf ace reoe ptors for touch are of thi~ n,'3 t 1.1 !'-3 Co rnes 
from work on vibr at i on . S~ra rate touchaR on th~ skin s~rf8ca 
can be felt as discrete up to a frsquancy of about twenty a 
sacond ( Je nkins 1951) . When the rat " Eats above twe n t y a 
sec ond , the touches mel t into a s~ooth se~se of vibration . 
What is important in this pa rce ption of s u:-face 
t ouch a lone is either 1) the deflection of a hair or 2) the 
deformat ion o f the skin . That'S i ;; avid ,'lnc e (.Ter-kin" 1(51) t hllt 
the direction of deforl'lation is ilJ1r"ateri ~, l. "Thus if a small 
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stimulator is glued securely to the skin and lightly pulled and 
pressed, the average subject cannot distinguish the two diraction, 
(p II7I). 
If a light weight is allowed to rest on the skin, 
it is soon not felt at all. This is because of the dead beat 
nature of the surface touch receptors and the fact thRt the weigh ' 
no longer moves to give a rate of skin deformation. Jenkins (195: 
illustrates this by quoting work by Nafe and Wagoner (1942), wher i 
it was found that when a light stimulator was allowed to sink intc 
the skin, the touch sensation disappeared just when the rate of 
movement fell close to zero. The "deformation gradient" is also 
important. "If you put a finger in a bowl of mercury, there is 
contact allover the submerged finger, but touch is felt only 
at the surface of the liquid where there is a deformation gradien ' 
on the skin" , (Jenkins 1951, p 1177). 
It is ' natural to ask whether there is a relation-
ship between the various types of encapsulated end organs and 
the four somatic senses. But Jenkins (1951) holds that classi-
fication of the various encapsulated end organs according to 
function "is of dubious merit". Morgan (1965) quotes work by 
Gilmer (1942) in which he says "The verdict goes against any 
fixed relation between encapsulated and organs and the quality 
of sensation subserved". One will alway8 find a nerve ending 
19 
of Rome Hort At a sensi tive 0POt , bllt t.here lR no relRti on Bh'jp 
be twB'''' the t.y>,,, of enca!,,,,u l a tad end Orelln and the type of 
se nsa tion RubRe rved U::orgA.n I9f)5; . 
~!ej ~~ner corpt;'R c les are found jlJst bel ow th'3 e fl i-
derTis of t he ha~dR , f eet, f·oraar~ a n~ ot~er h~iTleRs r ~eiors 
C'lyburr I9;:;O~ . Kre.UR8 and bulbs a re found only in a f ew Gre afl 
",uch a s the conjunctiva of the eye, whil"! the ~tlff ini cylinders 
'i re aven scarcer. 'l1his uneven di strib ~l ti.on o f vR r ious tYi"Ja s of 
encaps ulated end organs is further evidenc e Ntains t any fjxed 
relationship between the receptors and the quality of sensation 
subserved. 
Morgan quotes further work by Lele and We ddell 
(I956) to confirm thi s statement . These two investigators 
examined the corne a of the eye, which contains only free nerve 
endings and Kr ause end bulbs, and yet i s s ensitive to touch, 
pain, cold and warm. Furthermore, Weddell (I96I) showed tha t 
encapsulated end organs are in a cons tant s t ate of degeneration. 
Free nerve endings can turn into encapsu lated end organs and 
the latter can simply disappear (quoted in Morgan p 246 - 247 ~ . 
The conclusion i s thus aga ins t any simple re-
lationshi p between a particular type of somatic receptor and 
the four somatic s ensations . Neve~theless, it i s probable 
(Morgan p 247) tha t bas ket endings round the hair bulb serve 
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touch or pr,ssure and the two deeper receptors, the pacinian 
corpuscle and the golgi tendon organ, serve "dee p" t ouch or 
pressure. In addition, Morgan thinks it likely that free nerve 
endings subserve pain and may also subserve the other modalities. 
2 (iii ) INlI~RVATION. 
The frea nerve endings "f inally lose their myelin 
sheaths and ramify in the epidermis of the skin" (Wyburn 1960). 
Meissner corpuscles occur in clustars of two or three and as 
many as ten of these groups (which probably correspond to touch 
spots) can be found ·in one square millimeter of sensitive human 
skin ( W~burn, Pickford and Hirst 1964 ) . 
Anyone area of the skin is served by a great 
number of fibres. There is a great deal of interlocking of 
nerve terxinals, and the overall effect is of a vast net spread 
out at the surface of the skin. Thus:- "Small groups of fibres 
leave the main nerve trunk in the subcutaneous adipose layer. 
In the dermis these small groups of fibres split up into indi-
vidual nerve fibres" . (Morgan p 253). Each nerve fibre t hen 
splits up into a number of branches. These branches interlock 
with one anot her to for~ a plexus or net. There are still 
smaller termi nals which bra!1ch from the plexus, and these serve 
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the somatic rece ptors. 
The branches and ter:ninals fr"om a single neuron 
can spread over an area of several hundred square millimeters. 
This area varies in different parts of the body so that Morgan 
(1965) reports that in the viscera of the frog for example, one 
neuron can serve six square centimeters at the surface. In some 
regions of the skin of man this area is more than one square 
centi ~eter. The area referred to is the receptive field of the 
neuron concerned. In sensitive areas of the body such as the 
thumb, these receptive fields a re much smaller. Wyburn (1960) 
gives the rece ptive field as being "the a rea of skin su rface 
innerva ted by a single afferent fibre" (p 36). 
The branches of different fibres serve overl a pping 
areas of the skin. Thus a compass or esthesiometer touched to 
the skin is likely to st i mulate the branches of more than One 
neuron. Jenkins (1951 p 1174) gives two examples to illustrate 
this point :-
(I) "A "single hair bulb is found to have basket 
endings derived from two or more separate myelinated fibres. 
Other branchas from these same fib~es go to form basket endings 
around other hai r bulbs. In addition , a round each hair bulb is 
an accessory innervation of fine unmyelinated fibres, each a 
branch from a neuron supplying accessory innervat i on to other 
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hair bulbs". So the roots of hairs are ancircled by a whole net-
of unmyelinat3d nervas. " As many as 300 groups of hai r follicles 
may be supplied by one nerve fibre , each group containing up to 
ten hairs" (Wyburn 1960). 
(2) "Tae free nerve endings in tha Ma l pighian 
layer of the epidermis are arranged in extensive nerve nets, 
each covering an a r ea of several hundred square mil limeters and 
overlapping repeatedly wi th o ther similar nets. Mapped spots 
seem thus to be nothing more than points of funct ionally high 
sensi tivi ty". 
The deg r ee of overla p varies from region to region, 
but the notion of Qverl apping receptive fields is established. 
Thus Weber was not correct in drawing his "sensory circles" as 
hexagons having no overlap. 
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TILl: C.N.S AND T18 CUTANEOUS S3NS:J:S. 
A dermatome is the area of thd body served by a 
single spinal nerve. Fibres of the same nerves that serve the 
skin a lso serve the muscle joints and deep tissues . There are 
thirty one pairs of spinal somatic nerves, spaced at regular 
intervals along the spinal cord. However, the dermatomes served 
by each spinal nerve are not regularly spaced , and there is also 
considerable overlap . 
The somes the tic fibres make up the dorsal root of 
the s Dinal cord. The cell bodies of the sensory fibres lie in 
the dorsal ganglia of the cord. Just before the cord itself, 
fibres for pain, temperature and touch from t he skin, muscles 
and deep parts run together into one nerve . 
In the spinal cord itself, fibres tend to remain 
separate according to the function they serve . Thus the dorsa l 
columns contain the fibres for kinesthesis, and some of the fibres 
which mediate deep pressure and cutaneous touch. However, "Many 
of the fibres that represent pre s sure receptors 'of the skin do 
not remain in the dorsal columns but le2.ve them o.t some point to 
run over to the ventral pa rt of the cord. There they course up-
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ward in a trac t known as the cen t r a l spino t hal amic t r ac c" 
(Morgan p2 ~2) • . Thus the spinothalamic tracts carry the balance 
of the dee p pressure and cutaneous touch fibres in their ventral 
portion, and the neurons for pain, warm and cold in the lateral 
portion. 
This central spinotha lamic t r act is the most im-
;Jortant pathway for somesthesis from the skin of the body_ The 
spinothalamic tracts run right up to the thalamus . In particular, 
they run to the pos teroventral nucleus of the thalamus . 
In the medulla and pons of the hindbrain, the 
spinothalamic tracts are jo i ned by the bulbothalamic tracts from 
the face and the head. The bulbothalamic tract has f ou r main 
contributors , the tri·geminal , faci a l, glossopharyngeal and vagus 
nerves. Of these, the trigeminal is the most important (Morgan 
19 65) . It divides into thre3 roots which laad to three nuclei 
in the hindbrain and from which axons ascend to the thalamus 
itsalf. The pathway by whi ch these axons ascend is the medial 
lemniscus . 
In the postaroventral nucl3us of the t ha lamus, 
division according to func ti on disappears . Instead of a segre-
gation such that diffarent s ensation i mpuls es are kept sepa rate 
in different trac ts , a t opogra phica l representation is now 
found (Moun t .;as tle and Henneman 1949, quoted i n Morgan P 26 5) . 
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pajn, t8rnpe :oat:.l"re or ~ r .3RSll re" . Tnst -l.':1 d, one part of the 7!o~~t.~ro­
ventr~l nucleus re pr d3en tR al l Romesthetic sanses of the legs , 
another al l the somesthetic s~nRe R of the arms, and s till a third 
part (the a rcuate nuclaus) t~a f.ce ( ~o rgan p 265) . 
This topographical re pres~ntati on is a l so found at 
cortica.l level. Je"kins ( 1951 ) quo t es ea rly alectrophyRioloe ica1 
work by ~.~Rrshall , Woolsa;/ and B1.rd (1::;37) on the monkey, wh ich 
showad a po i nt for point projection for somesthesis analogous to 
tha t of t he motor cortex. Jenkins (1 951) could find no ev id ence 
for sapar~ te touch, pain, w~ rm and cold areas in t he corte x. 
Th9 se four sen~9S all project to th9 Rama cortical ar~a , and ~~ 
yet we are no t at all blear on the centra l mechanisms which di.-
ti ngui sh tl:e!Jl . It wa~ ho ped that work such as that of Penfield 
ann Sem .Jacobson on pati-:1:nt s unnergoing brain Sourgary unda!' local 
anaesthetic would afford evid,mce on this po int. Bu t T'elCfie ld ' s 
(1958) r eports do not r eally do so . Topographical repTaRentation 
in t he cortex was clearl y s~en , so that stimulating one a rea of 
the cortex ~ith an e lectrode l ed t o the patient re porting a sen-
sation in hiR leg, and stimulating another araa of the cJrtex 
with a n e lectrode led to the patient re porting a sensat io n in his 
arm . But " Sensations of pa in, cold or warmth ware seldom elicited 
from patients in thi s si tuation. Thd most common ",,,,sation ra-
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ported was one of tingling, movement or numbness" (Quoted Morgan 
However, what is f a irly well es tablished is that 
each of the four modalities of the somatic senses is served by 
a definite size r a nge of fibres . 
"Touch fibres are in the A class, while slow pain im ~ulses 
are carried by the small C fibres. Thus each modality wi ll 
have its specific pa ttern of impulses in r espect of timing, 
threshold stimulus a nd form of action potential" (\'lyburn 
1960 p 36) . 
Touch and pressure are just two varieties of the 
same modality . The nerve fibres serving them are from I t to 
20r in size, and conduction r a tes are fast (from 6 to over 100 
meters per second) . "The other cuta neous sense moda lities have 
slower nerve fibre conduction rates and so you could get selective 
activation of centra l nervous systems" (Wyburn p 37) . For pain, 
C fibres having conduc t ion r at es of two meters per second are 
involved . 
Thus in spite of the fact that there is only topo-
graphical represen ta tion at the cortica l level, we have a t laast 
this hi nt as to how sig~a ls from the four modalities a re used 
selectively at the cortex . At the moment it seems l i ttle more 
than a hjnt, since electrophysiologica l work such as th~t of 
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Penfield has not isola.ted the corresponding central nervous sys-
tems. 
The main cortical projection area from the thal amus 
is the postcentral gyrus of the parietal lobes. This area is 
usually referred to as either Brodmann 3, 1,2, and 5, or as 
Somatic 1. 
Somatic area 1 is divided into four main p:,rts, one 
for the legs, one for the a r ms , and one for the face, and a small 
area between the arm area and the f aoe area for the trunk of the 
body. The leg area is right at the most dorsal part of Somatic 1 
near the longitudinal fissue. Below it and more lateral to it is 
the a rm area. Next to that is the trunk area and down towards 
the tempera I lobe is · the area for cutaneous sensation from the 
face including the te e th and cornea of the eye (Vlyburn p42). 
The main projection to Somatic area 1 is contra-
l atdral (Morgan 1965). However, no crossing of nerve fibres 
is ever complete, so there is some ipsilateral representation as 
well. Furthermore, there is ipsilateral representation of the 
face just in front of the main face a r 3a . Sensory input to the 
somatosensory project ion areas seems to be well lateralissd 
(Grossman 1967j. Thus Stamm and Sperry (I957, quoted by Grossman) 
trained cats to pdrform roughness and form discriminations with 
One paw. Normal animals readily transferred this habi t to the 
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contralateral forepaw, "bu t cats wi th complete collosal tran-
sections had to relearn all the problems and did not show any 
effects of the previous acqui s ition" (p 718). 
Grossman quotes further work by Gl;cksteir. and 
Sperry (1960) , which purports to show that there are neverthe-
less subcortical pathways which· can by - pass even corpus callosal 
transections. Thes e workers trained monkeys on somes the tic di s -
criminations with one paw. This ability was transferred to the 
other paw in normal monkeys, but no transfe r took place oncutting 
corpus callosum. However, if "the somesthetic projection area 
corres ponding to the first paw was destroyed , the somesthatic 
discrimina tion would transfer quite readily". This suggests 
that the other hemisphere can take over in the event of a loss 
of the relevant hemisphere. "There must thus exist some sub-
cortical pathway which is normally inhibited by the pres ence of 
both somatosensory projection areas" (Grossman, p 718). 
There is also a cor tical projection a r ea for somes-
thesis called Somatic Area II. It is servad by a second thalamic 
relay through the lateral nucleus of the thalamus. Anatomically 
this area seems to be the back part of the postcentral gyrus , the 
posterior parietal lobule, the parietal lobe other than the 
postcentral area. But electrophysiologically, it is given as 
the latera l surface of the cortex betwe en somatic I and the 
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temporal auditory area . Thi s s eems to be one of those cases 
when the brain. has proved too complex for investigators - it is 
not clear why the results of anatomical and electrophysiological 
mapping should be inconsistent to this extent. Wyburn places 
Somatic II as the"base of the post central sulcus" (p 47). 
Electrophys i ology indicntes a face, arm a nd leg area for Somatic 
II as well. The face a rea of Soma tic II adjoins the face a raa 
. of Somatic I, but not so with the other parts . The main dif-
ference between the two projection areas i s in tha ma t t er of 
lateralisation. Somatic II receives impulses both i psila terally 
and contralaterally, with a preference for contralateral pro-
ject ion (Morgan 1965) . Further , Somatio II seems to have motor 
functions in addi tion (Morgan p 269). 
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~his brief outline 0 1' the cutaneous senses and 
their centrol nervous system pathwa.ys and projection areas will 
be ref s rred t o l ater. Any model which attempt s t o link up 
discrimination a nilities with receptive fie ld organisation 
must do justice to t his ou t line at least. 
I n summary then, th 9 31 spinal nerves se rve 
derma tomes On the body. Prolific branching of neurons serving 
the spinal nerves results in a vast net of innervation a t the 
receptor surface. ' The four sensa tions cf t he cutaneous senses 
are kept segregated in the tract s and nuclei of the spinal 
ccrd and hindbrain. Kinesthetic i mpulses t r avel mostly via 
the gracili s and cuneatus tracts t o t he nucleus gracilis and 
nucleus cuneatus of t he hind br ain and thence via the media l 
lemniscus . Touc h impulses run most l y vi a the ventral spinotha l amic 
tract a nd the trigeminal nerve. Pa in, warm and cold impul s es 
run mostly via the latera l spinothalamic t ract and the trigeminal 
nerve. 
In the posteroventra l nucleus and lateral nucleus 
of the t hal amus , s eparation of t his sort no longer applies. And 
a fort i ori at the cortex, ":111 the primar y receiving (s '3nsory) 
areas of the brain have an orderly representation of p3 riphera l 
recept ive fi e lds, ie t hey show a preci s e t opography i n respect 
of recept or surface" (Wyburn , Pickfo r d and Hi r s t, page 30) . 
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4. 
THE TWO POINT THRESHOLD . 
Th.ore i.R a thraRhold ser>arat:'on of two point" 
a"pl led to the skin . Below t!lis thre!'!hold the subject iR not 
ab l e to discriminate an a:>plication of one point frnm an a of 
two poi!"t". 
Si.r Elanry 3:""d used tie two l)o int thr0shold a8 a 
cl i nic a l tast of 8snsation, measuring cortical defect . To a 
limited degree i t was used i.n cl i nical n"urology (Ruch 19511, 
espec ia lly to diag~ose pathologica l condi t ion" of the s pinal 
cord ('Nhipple 1924) . 
The re are no specific sensory ~y~t3ms tha t se rve 
the two poi nt thr""hol(l. In fact , ea.ch of the fou r cut a neous 
sense!=; wo uld have it~ own two poi nt tl1r9s hold . The S9!!Se of 
touch happens to be s cnve d by a Syst0!l1 capab le of making finer 
discriminat i onR than t~~ oRe mrtda by· the other three cut'ineOU3 
senses ( :luch 1951) , and so it is t:: e one usually studied . But 
the.'e i s no r eason why others should. not a lso be studied (Huch 1951) . 
Sherrington (1900) listed the following pro perties 
f or the two po int thras hold :-
(I) . It va ries i n size from reg ion to regi on on t he skin . 
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(2) . It is inv3TABly pToportional to the mobil ity of t he 
surface on which t t is meo.Bured . 
(3). It is longer in t he long axis of the limbs . 
(4 ) . It is increased by stretching the s kin . It is 
increa~ed on the skin of the throat, for exampl e, 
by bending the heaq bac kwards . 
(5 ). Passing a subliminal current between two needles 
at just dis crim i nablg ~ifference produces a raport 
of fusion. 
(6). The two ~o i nt thre sho ld is r~duced by practice. 
(7 ) . Thi s practice effect tra ns f ers to t he surrounding 
area of the s kin. 
(8). The practice effect transfers to the symmatrical 
part of thB other side of the body. 
In drawing u p thi s list of properti es for the t-.vo 
point threshold, Sherrington seems t o have followed in par t 
earlier Vlork by A. 'II. Volkmann (1856) . Vclkmann was G. T. Fechner'S 
brothe r in l aw (Woodworth and Schlosbdrg) , anrl "Fechner appended 
a ~iScuRsion of tbas~ pro part i as to Volkmann ' s longe r work. 
Volkmann had noted :-
(1) . ~ marked increas~ in sensi tivity or decraase in 
tha two point threshold in the practised ski n area. 
(2) . An almos t equa l improvement in the correspondi ng 
area of the other hand or a rm. 
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.(3). A rapid disappearance of this acquired sensitivity 
in a few days of disuse. 
(4). The transfer of the practice effect was not 
general, but ·was confined to areas adjacent or 
symmetrical to the area receiving practice. 
(5). · A good transfer of the practice effect from the 
tip to the base of the same finger on the volar 
side, and from one finger to another, but not from 
the finger to the forearm" (Woodworth & Schlosberg 
page 738). 
Dresslar (1894) "obtained the same sort of results 
when the practised area was on the forearm. The two point thres-
hold went down enormously on the practis~d area and on the bi-
laterally symmetrical area, but not in other areas" (p 738). 
Dresslar's two adult observers reported that the points "felt 
very different after practice". 
Any analysis which relates the two point threshold 
to receptive field organisation in the cutaneous senses will have 
to include at least th·ese listed properties. 
Ruch (1946) gave a mnemonic diagram showing the 
magnitude of the two point threshold in various regions of the 
body. The length of the ve:-tical line closely approximates the 
actual separation of compass points just perceptible as "two" 
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when applied to the point from wh i ch the line is erected. 
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~ha ~ize of the two noin t threshold ir variol~s regions 
of the body . (p.dapted fr~m ':'uch J9dl) "1'0 ,uch 1951 1n S. S. 
SteV3f1S , I'Handboo k of ~xperimB!"tal Fsycho lo8.Y " , ",;aee 148) 
Whe!1 tt"1se mea.su remer ts !:ire com pa !"ed wtth those 
of Webar , they are Sder· to be the sa:na . 
Weber ' s (1834) findings were: -
ti p of tongue 1. 1 mm. 
ti p of fingers 2 . 2 mm. 
mucous membrane of lips 4.5 mm . 
end of nose 6 . 7 mm . 
c heek 11.2 mm . 
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forahead 22 · 5 rnm . 
back of hand 31.5 mm . 
forearm 40 · 5 mm. 
back 54 . 1 mm . 
thigh 67 . 6 mm • 
Ruch's diagr'lm and . 'Neber 's measurements illustrate 
two of the properties listed by Sharrington (19 00-t, namely, that 
the two point threshold varies from region to r egion on the skin 
and is inversely proportional to the mobility of the surface on 
which .it is measured . This latter f act is documented to the 
extent of h'l.ving a name - Vierordt'" I,aw (1870) , Q.uoted Whipple 
page 251. Viarordt's Law stutas that "the delicacy of discrimina-
tion of two regions on the skin of a po rtion of the body that is 
moved as a whole is proportional to the aver'l.ga distance of these 
regions from their common axi" of rotation" . 
The measurement s given are those of '.Vebar (1834 
and 1846, quoted by Ladd and Woodwo rth 1911) . Subsequent writers 
have tended to accapt these me'l.8Urements without question (1&dd 
and Woodworth 1911, T. C. Ruch 1946, Huch 1951 , Woodworth and 
Schlosberg 1961, Boring 1921, and Whipple 1924). However, Von 
Skramlik (1937 , quo ted by Jenkins p 1190) gavg measurements which 
differed markedly from these . In fact, the determination of the 
two point threshold is no easy t ask . Tawney (1895 ) was so 
pessimis tic about achieving a stable measur ement that he wrote 
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t hat the two potnt threshold "undargoes Ruch irregular fluctuati.ons 
that it iR impoRsible to find a measurement tha t is constant for 
half an hour at a time". Soma inv "" tigators have thought that 
the two point thrdshold varies with tha diurnal rhythm (Whipple 
page 252), but Mukherjee (1933) found no difference batween 
morning and ~vening measurements of the threshold on two subjec ts 
over a month . 
Some German investigators ("!hipple p 253) argued 
that the two po int threshold gives a good measure of fatigue in 
children doing school work. Others W3 re equally adament th . t it 
does not. 
"Conflicting results in the two point thrashold are 
often r eferable to differences in the instructions given to the 
subjects. Perceptually the transition from one point to two points 
i s not at all clea r cut, but paRses through a series of inter-
mediate stages bafora it comas out as two clearly separate points " 
(Jenkins 1951 p n 87) . The ex" ct perception derived from each 
a pplication of th3 stimulus varies from "o ne point" to "lina" , 
"circle ", "oval-shaped" , and "dumb-bel I-shaped" before becoming 
two separ ate points (Boring 1921). "There i s r .eally no abrupt 
transition between t~e clear perceptio~ of two points and the 
clear perception of ana point . A real i llusion of two points 
may eVen aris ·, when one point is applied " (','fhipple 1924) . 
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" If a subject cal l B " two a. soon as he Runpects tha t 
there i s "dua lity" of stimulation, hiR twc poi nt tbreshold wi ll 
be very low indeed. "If he waits unti.l tbera is a clear percep-
tion of duality before he cal ls "tVlO", bis threshold will be muc b 
high"r" (Jenkins 195! ) . The true two po int threshold is usually 
taken wht!re thera is a clear parception of two points (Rivers 1905, 
Burt 1909, Mukherjee 1933, Jenkins 1951) . 
The first three properties of the tViO point 
tbreshold as listed by Sherrington, namely that tbe two point 
thresbold varies from region to region on the skin, tbat it is 
inversely proportional to the mobility of tbe s urface on whicb it 
is measured, and that i t i.s · longer on tbe long axis of tbe limbs, 
appe.' rs to be conRistent wi tb physiolog i cal findings :-
"Tbe areas most sensitive to toucb are those with 
tbe richest nerve supply and the greatest number 
of touch endings. TLare are said to be over 600 , 000 
touch spots scat tered ove r the surface of the body, 
but the density v aries in different regions and is 
10w3st in tbe skin of the back" (Wyburn 1960 p 37) . 
By "touch endings" here Wyburn refers to the free 
nerve e ndings proliferating round bair follicles , Meissne r cor--
puscles in t na bairless part s , and probably Pacinian corpuscles 
and golgi tendon o::'gans for deep pressure . "The regions of maxi-
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mum sensitivity in m2n are the finger tirs , th3 lipR, the pulws 
of th'3 hands and tha tongue " (",yburn , Pi ckford. and Hirst pIE) . 
Thass three propsrtias ~ay be explained by the 
geometry of the rece ptive fields of the primery affarents . 'Nhat 
follows i~ a schemati c model which is capable of ex?lainiT'g these 
three properti~s . The model has the advantage of be ing able to 
hand l e other properties of the two point thr eshold as well . 
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A SUGG';;S"':l:D JiODEL. 
The model consis t s of three related s c hema ta, 
( r) 'l'ha ~, rray (2 ) The Counter (3) r he Resca ler. 
(r) The Array. Although this is represent ed 
schemat ically , it should do justice to wha t is known of the 
physiology of the s kin (chapters 2 and 3 above) . 
~he receptor surface of t he a rray consists in the 
simplest case of overlapping circula r rece ptive f ie lds, uniform 
in radius a nd spaced a t equal distances T in the x and y coordi-
na t es. They are equa l in sensi t i v ity across their surfaces . A 
point applied to t hd skin will have either greate r or l esser 
physi ca l s pread. The primary afferents a re either On or off. 
A point applied to such a recepto r surface will 
exci te a ll those receptive fields whos e borders fa ll wi thin a 
circle of r e.dius "r" centered a t tha t point. This c i rcle will 
include the a rea affected by the physical spread of effec t from 
the point. 
Thus if we know the receptive field spacing limit . , 
the density of recept ive fields per uni t area of skin surface 
may be stated.. This will be inversely proportional to "T", and 
will be given as a number P,H sql!are centjmet re. For example . 
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th ! rece ~) tive field8 on th a s kin of the f~~gar are c ]oR~ ly ~ack ad ~ 
3 0 that T i s Rm~11 an~ t he de nsi t y ~ ~B8 t. 
Let th~ "s r.Ri ty of r 8c '3pt i v9 fi e]~s }:I9r .:iTeR o f 
skin be M pa r R(l uet. :.oe C'3r: ti11dt er . rr'h? number of primary afferent 
fibres ac tivated by a point can ther ba stated:-
The area co~tain ing active fields 
The number of receptive fields acti va ted (W) is than g iven by ti,e 
formul ". N 
A sing le point or two coincident poi nts will tnJS 
activa te 1: pr ima!'y afferant f ibr3s , but t wo non- i nt eractirg po in ts 
will activate t wic e tha t nu mbe r. 
~ha overlapping receptiva f i elds whi ch m~ka up the arJ 
could be elliptical . A po int applied to the array will again excitE 
those recept ive fields whose borders f a ll within t ~ e s pread of 
effect from the point . To specify the number of primary afferent 
fibres activat ed would now be more compl i ca ted, but ~uite possible. 
It will be given by area of ellipse x M. 
N fllU A • M. 
A point would again excite N afferent f ibres, while 
two non- interacting points would activa te 2M fibres. 
The Counte r . The number of primary afferent fibres activa te d by 
one point and by two independent po ints h~s thus been derived f or 
receptor surfaces organised in to circul ~r a nd elliptical fi e lds . 
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It is suggested that the mechanism involved in the two point 
threshold counts the number of primary afferent fibres active 
in any given situation. The threshold emerges as the count 
passes from that oorresponding to one stimulus to that oorres-
ponding to two independent stimuli. This is & notion familiar 
in, for example, signal detection models (Tanner, Swets and 
Birdsall 1965, Traisman 1964), whera decision processes are 
. related to a decision axis E, a distribution of "central effects". 
The simplest case, where the receptive fields are circular, 
uniformly sensitive, either on or off and spaced at equal distances 
T in the x and y coordinates, may be represented diagrammatioally 
as follows:- The left hand diagram represents one point (or two 
coincident points) activating N receptive fields. The right hand 
diagram represents two non-interacting points activating 2N re-
oeptive fields. 
" . .,.. 
N active fields. + N 
active fields. 
~ :: active receptive fields. 
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At the counter level, there is a counter axis X, and 
the central effect of an a pplication of ana point at time t' and 
ot two points at time til would ~e thue:-
~N - --- ------ --- - ------ --------
Number of 
Receptive 
fielde 
Activated. N.--- - - ---
t' 
finng 
t" 
TIME. 
This is the vary simples t way in which a signal 
detection model for the two point threshold would function. The 
counter is situated somewhere in the C.N.S., and is fed with a 
basal firing rate from the receptors in question. At time t' 
one point or two coincident points applied tc the skin would 
oause s count of N to be recorded. Only where two non-coincident 
pointe touoh the skin will a count of 2N be msee. 
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The Rasoaler. The array and counter as they stand would be very 
. easy to confuse. By applying a cylinder instead of a point to 
the skin, ·many more afferent fibres would ·be aot~vated. The coun-
ter would then produce a score of "two" and be wrong.. The simp-
lest way to overcome this would be for a Rescaling mechanism to 
divide the count for a stimulus by N. This would rescale all 
single stimuli, whether pOints, cylinders or whol~ araas, to an 
output of~. All independent pairs of stimuli would be rescaled 
to an output of ~. 
The rescaler is, in affect, a mechanism to perform 
size transfers, that is, to make the two point discrimination 
regardless of size of the stimulus probes. However, there is a 
further compl i cation for the model. With an increase of stimulus 
intensity, there is not only an increas e in impulse frequency of 
cortioal neurons, but in addition, a greater number of cortical 
neurons beoome involved. "So the rdsponse at the oortex in ter:ns 
of the total impulse discharge in a unit of time increases with an 
increase in the strength of the stimulus" (Wyburn, Pickford and 
Hirst p ·31). The importance of uniform application of the two 
points of the esthesiometer has often been mentioned in the liter-
ature. As far as the model is concerned, it is assumed that such 
uniform stimulus intensities are obtainable, in whioh case this 
complioation falls · away. It wO'l ld be a complication if for somd 
reason the single point was applied wi th greater intensity than 
the two points. 
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It is envisaged that the output of the rasoaler is 
fed to a decision . axis E, following Tanner and Swets (1954). This 
decision axis will display readings with ·means at 1 and 2, each 
with variance. This variance will result from several sources, 
such ae transmission error in the afferent pathway, from compu-
tational error in counting N and from the rescaling process. The 
brain is thus faced with a decision problem in order to characterise 
a raading on the E axis. 
A criterion value C might be seleoted on the 3 axis 
equal to the upper limit of the varianoe of the distribution of 
effects due to one applied stimulus. Following Tannsr and Swets 
(1954), a call of "two" is given when the oentral effect Ei exceeds 
the criterion C. The criterion position on the E axis is a function 
of the numb<tr of false positives permitted and the "cost" to the 
subj<tct of missing a signal of two applied points •. 
Y.: 
, 
, 
, 
I 
, 
I 
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I. 
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The varianc~ of the distributions having means at I 
and 2 could be considerable. Ae far baok ae 1860, 'G.T. Feohner 
recognised the importance of "spontaneous" activity in a sensory 
system in the absenoe of a stimulus. More reoently, Kuffler, 
Fitzhugh and Barlow (1951) have observed maintained discharges 
in the retinal ganglion cells of a oat in oomplete darkness. 
, These may arise from a number of souroes, for example, the s~on­
taneous breakup of visual pigments, "or the exoi tation of fine den-
dri tio terminals in the visual system by random eleotrioal noise" 
" (Treisman, 1964). 
Treisman (1964) mentions a second important souroe 
of noise in the irreducible physioal variability of a stimulus of 
constant nominal intensity. He was thinking particularly of the 
variability in the number of quanta of light emitted by a light 
source of nominal intensity. But the diffioulties of applying 
the points of the esthesiometers evenly have already been mentio-
ned, and are clearly as important. 
Thirdly, a souroe of noise by no means specifio to 
vieion or to any other modality is so called "neural noise". This 
reeults from variability in the responsiveness of afferent path-
ways to sensory inputs. This is of course affeoted by such things 
as latenoy factors and conduotion speeds. 
These sources of variability in the primary afferent 
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pathways of the somesthetic senses are very important in sub-
sequent discussions of practice effects on the two point threshold. 
In many ways the neural bases of the two point dis-
orimination are suggestive of the sort of meohanism that underlies 
sensory discrimination in the other sense modalities. For ex-
ample, there is great overlap of receptive fields in the visual 
system. Fine detail is appreciated from the pattern of visual 
fibres excited (Ruch 1951). This is also hO'1l the somatic recep-
tors work, for example, "The first sensory neuron (in the cutaneous 
senses) plus its receptive field constitute a sensory unit" (Wyburn 
page 41). There are many more first order neurons than there are 
second order neurons, "which means that the impulses from a number 
of fibres converge on each second order neuron, implying a form 
of selection and crispening of sensory information, so that certain 
essentials are abstracted for further transmission" (Wyburn p 45). 
The model proposed here accommodates this variability 
in the pri~ary afferents in that it is part of the distribution 
of central effects on decis ion axis E. The model is of sufficient 
simplicity to specify what the central effect of applied stimuli 
is. It gives, for example, some minimal ways in which the cantral 
effect must be treated by the brain if obs erved behavioural data 
are to be explained. 
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PRACTICE EFFECTS. 
Varked practice effect~ ~re found , n rel a tively 
complicated t~sks such RS cigar ~akine . The improvement ~Rde 
in such tasks ie a function of B number of th i neR, one of which 
is the number of timeR the t ask is r3peated . After a certain 
number of trials, asymptotic v51"~s for time take n and _lua li ty 
of pro~ llct are reached (De Jong ' " Law; . 
Part of the improvement msde with practice in S12Ch 
compl i cated tasks may be relat ed directly to increased perce?tual 
skills . Perception certai nly ca n be educa ted (Gibson, I953) . 
T~lS when a c ustomer asks for ~ pound of tomatoes: the greencrocer 
is able to pi ck frui t from a box, and judge a pound in weight with 
almost no error. Tea tasters and wine tasters differ f rom the 
norm iri respect of highly deve loped perce ptual skills of a specific 
sort, whil e the extraordinary auditory and olfactory skills of 
blind peoph a~ ·' well kn own eg o Jas trow 1894 on nelen Keller . 
It is recognised in psychophysics that allowa nce 
for practice must be made in obtaining a threshold measurement . 
Thus Gui l ford (1936) i n discussing the method of measuring the 
lower threshold for pi tch in the suditory modali ty suggested 
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thKt tha difference batwoen the results f ro m tha fi r st and the 
la~ t t ria l was "almos t oignifica~t enough to suggest a lowarinG 
of tha limen aR if by a pr actice 3ff'Jct during t he cou rse of the 
expe riment" (quoted by Gibson) . 
Gib80n (1953) took it 88 evident th~t improvement 
in perce ptual judgement occurs with practic e . Howevar, s he po inted 
out that psychologists want to see, in addition, the le a rning 
curves involved . Yet on ly a few exper i.m ~nts "have !T!a ·-: sursd t~e 
effects of ?r acti ce a t enough po i nt s along a baR31ine to des cribe 
a function" (p 413 ) . 
Woodworth (1938 , quoted by Gibson 1952 ) plotted 
learni ng curves for Vo lkmann' s (1858) data for the effect of 
pr actice on the two point thr3shold . Woodworth's work shows that 
the curve of erro!'G made falls very g radually , "wi th a neg"tive 
accelerat i on" (cited by Gibson) . 
Taylor (1'164) in dis cussing practic a effects in 
s3nsory psychophysics dxpe rim3nts c alli3 to a similar conclusion. 
Ha ;>ointed out that "e xpe r imentally naive subject s t ypi ca lly 
show an initial i m?rovemant in perfo rma nce, t he magnitude and 
dura tion of which will vary with the na ture of the 9xoerimental 
t as k and the method used". 
Taylor goes on to point out that :n most eX~9 r i ment s , 
only the short t erm eff ects of practice on a sensory task h~ve oaen 
measu r ed . It is thUR very d ifficult to estimate when a subject 
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benomss f !Jlly "train9d" in th9 ~ ~nn ~ thClt c or ~iruad pr~ ctic~ 
will not result ir a further i~'rrov~ment in parfn rmanca . 
The crj.tdrion of improvement in p3rceptuBl Rkill 
is usually defined in terms of v3ridic a l judgement (Gibson 1953) . 
Veridical judg~m<3nt r3f3rs to getting the ar.RWBr -right when the 
exparim·3n1:. er can measure the subjact t is performance agf! iTlst 
stardards known to h i m. If a subject is trained to e s timate 
distance , such dist=tnce may b~ ch ecked . " Improv ~3ment is then 
arbitrarily defined as closer, more preciea, more immediate 
approximation of O' s judgement to the appropriate physical standard 
or maasure" (Gibson 1953). In a two point discrimination task, 
im?rovement would be defined in terms of a lowering of the threshold. 
To offEot- the l ack of experimentation on lonB term 
practice effects, Taylor tried to measure practioe effects in a 
sim)le visual detection task over a ~ariod of four ~onths . The 
task sat to four Collose students was that of detecting a circular 
uniforml;y bright target which appeared bri eh:er for One third of 
a second on a background of te~ foot l amberts illumination , using 
a temporal forced choice method . Taylor analysed the rasults of 
50,000 presantations of the stimulus over tha four month ~eriod 
for the four students, all of whom had different absolute visual 
-thresholds. By calculating the mean and threshold over the last 
45 trials for each subject , he co nverted all earlier threshold 
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reading~ into pro portioMR of this maa r end th ~~sho l~. From these 
re s ul t s Tayl or VI9. S able to demons tra te "a l a rge in i ti ~1 im::-rov8 rnen t 
in pe rfo rmance durin~ the first experimental sessions , f ol lowed by 
a m.ore gradual drop in the thrssho l d", right uo to the end of the 
la"t "ession. 
"0 , ... 
~ 
.. () .y .. 
0'1:. 
o s to So 
Number of Trials. 
(Adapted from Taylor ( 1964) Nature vol. 2Cl ,,691 ; 
Thsse resul ts show tha t the ~hort te r~ pr act ice 
effects, wh : ch a re p rob~bly caused by the subject becom ing 
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familiar with the experimental environment and the mode of ra-
. sponse, are definitely followed by long term practice effects 
of a gradual reduction in the threshold. After 50 trials and 
over four months, this admittedly small slope was still con-
tinuing. 
Taylor suggests that this reduction of the thres-
hold value over the long term has long remained undeteoted 
"beoause of trial by trial variability". 
When dealing with long tarm practice effects of 
this nature, the possibility of changes in the environment of 
the subject became very important. For example, in Taylor's 
work the experimental months ran from Deoember to March. Thus 
the amount of daylight impinging on the subjeots was inoreasing 
over most of the experimental run. Taylor specifioally tested 
for ohanging thresholds due to inoreased outside illumination, 
but was able to rule this factor out. In any oase, the changes 
ehould have been in the opposite direotion, that is, in the 
direction of inoreased thresholds, so that Taylor's case is 
aotually strengthened by this faotor. 
Gibson (1953) pointed out that practice effacts 
in perceptual tasks do pass away with time. She found that she 
could not, as yet, make any statement as to whether this happened 
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because of shd~ r di~u"e or baC ~ URa ~f somd mor3 ~oRitiva 
c aUR9 such as intdrfar3nce . Sh3 rotad that th~ dagr~e of 
retention s aems to be differant depending on the nature of 
the practised perceptual performa.nce. For example , "Dresslar 
(1894) a.nn r';;lkherj"''' (1933) found a rapid loss wi th die;u'le 
of imprOV3mant in the two point threshold on t~':3 skin H 
·(Gibson p 421) . Mukherjee (1933) reports bat "after a week's 
interva l it was found that the sensitivity was g rea tly lost" . 
The practice effect on the two point threshold does seem to be 
lost vary quickly . "Wi thin 8 days it is rac1uced very definitely 
and is complately lost within a month" (-"nipple, 1924). On 
the other hand , im:roved visual acuity was sain to be re tained 
for as long Il..q two yearq in a study by Me Fadde n (1941 quoted by 
Gibson" 421) . l'ihi:,ple cons iders the low two point thr3shold of 
bl ind peopla to be a specia.l example of practice, a.nd says thRt 
it does not imply necessarily the presence of any other facto r. 
These statam'mts wO!lld be consisten t with Taylor ' s work on the 
vi sual system in that Taylor showed not only a retention of 
practice over a four month pe riod, but a.n actual improvemant in 
the perce ptual performance throughout that time . 
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PRACTICE EFFECTS AND THE TWO POINT THRESHOLD. 
Practice effects on the two point threshold have 
been well documented. As early as 1855, Czermak studied the 
effect of practice on the two point thrashold in his investi-
gation into the touch sansitivity of the blind (Helen Keller). 
Volkman (1858) studied the phenomenon more carefully and found 
that the . distance at which two points could be perceived as 
two points could be halved with practice on certain parts of 
the skin. Whipple (1924) rejJorts that "the practice effect is 
visible within two hours and may be pushed to unexpected lengths 
by continued work" (p 255). Dresslar (1894), showed marked 
practice effects in the case of one subject who started with a 
two point threshold in a particular part of the body measuring 
29 mm. After one week of practice this was reduced to 21 mm. 
After two weeks it was reduced to 10 mm, after three weeks to 
5.5 mm. and after four weeks to 2.8 mm. Solomons (1897) and 
Tawney (1897) both showed practioe effects on the two point 
threshold, and Luciane (1917) (quoted by Gibeon 1953) in hie 
textbook on Human Physiology commented on the effectiveness of 
practice in lowering the twc point threshold. 
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.\ v~ry ralp,v:lnt "0 1'8 !''3Cant ~tuny i R tha t of 
M:"lkh9rj (3B (1').33) . 03 u!)ed two ~ubjactR a r..d tes t~d them mornine 
ancl even i ng OV3r f ou r "N<;H3ks, ::t.no da!'!lO nRtr~t9d a vary l~rga 
practice effect on a small area of skin on the l.ft fordarm , 
about 50 mm. from tha wrist on the pa l~a r.y sije . For the ona 
suhject (fam,~ le) the two ;:>oint thrashold dro!,pad from 20.5 mm . 
(average) to 3.1 mm . ovar 28 days, and for the other subject 
(male) from 14.1 !TIm . to 5. 3 mm . over 28 days . With a cert3.in amOl 
of variability, the threshold went down every day, but there was 
a very gre3.t drop in the third and fourth waeks of the expariment. 
Hoisington (1917 ) did not find practice effects on 
the two point threshold., and says (p 589) "There is (i n the regul E 
sanse of the ter!TI) no practice affect". ~owaver, Gibson (1953 ) 
suggests severel raaso ns which could account for this negative 
finding . She g ives tha high laval of practice which Hoisington's 
subjects had already he.d en the two point descrimina tion On the 
forahaad as the most important raa8 0n for the l ack of obv i ous 
practice Affect8. gOisington ~id seem to be measuring the two 
po int threshold on a highly prA,ctised ar"" . But Taylor ' s (1964) 
work would suggest thRt small improvements may still hav e been 
possible . HOisington used two sub jectn both of whom had to 
leav . for military sarvica ha lf way th::-ough tad dxpet'iment, and 
says himself (p 5(6) that " the 3ituation 'tlhieh finally r asu l ted 
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to h'iV:3 nnfitte,. him fo~ OhR ;3!,v::!t; ion" . For the~e: rB a-:=:o ns, !'ev i8'N~r8 
such .a!3 Gi bRon h~ve t ·~ntied to discou nt Hoi 8 i ngton I s n 7ga t i ve find-
ings. 
Solomons (1897) found th? t the two ~o~nt thr~shold 
W3.~ lowe r-3d mord 3ffectiv~1~' when th-3 8x l·H~ri.:nenter gave IIcorrdction" 
~his finding is in accorlanca wit h findings in the field of l e ~ rn inE 
i n other 9. r '"3a~ of pRycholoe;y , !"I :-l rf.3 l.y , th'lt knnwleriE"e of r-a~ults 
speeds the learning process . 2ivers (1 905) workad on uncultured 
subjects ( t he Todas) an~ to ld them whather they were right or wro ng 
afte r eac h a?p! icat lon of the anthesiome ters . Gibson (p 413) has 
made an important ob~Brvation i n th is connection , ne~9ly , th. t the 
pRychophysio log ic a l met~orl of limit s emploY9d in expa~imdnts such 
as those on the two poi~t t~r3Rho l d actually provi 1a ~ thB SUbj3Ct 
with a clear e xample both of wh.t t wo :o0 1nt5 fe el like 3-nd of what 
a r e point fe~ls like . Whi~pl e (p 247: gives the " ~:e thod of Cont!'A.s t ! 
FiS an accB ) table alte rnative ma thod of finding the "aB ~h3810matric 
index", the two point threshold . Gibsor ' s suggestion is that ev~n 
if no daliberate reinfo rc ement or ~orrecti on is give n by the ex-
perim,mter, " t ne sub jeot may still be able to predict and c heck for 
hims elf hi ~ conce pt of the range of st imu li to b" handled by virtue 
of his e xperienc e with these stimu l i " . The possibi lity of a " r~ward ' 
effect through knowing that he i s right shou ld not , the refo re, be 
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ruled out, aVdD i n the ca~0 Nh~~e th~ suhject haq no reinforce-
ment from knowled ge of th. results . 
Gibson (1953) noted that t he recaptor surfac d of 
t he skin is spread out like the r etina , a nd therefore "the tdch-
ni'lues of inv"s ti gating cutaneous sensitivity a re analogous to 
methods of ietermini ng v i sual acuity" (p 404 ) . Mention has alNacl.y 
been made in th ~ s paper of th3 n'3ura l bases of the two point 
discrimina tion and how they ara su ggastive of the sort of mechanism 
that under l ies sennory discrimination in other sensory moduli ties 
such a~ vi~ion. 
Illus trative of this a r~ the findings on the trans-
fer of a practI c e eff ect on the t wo poin t threshold from one side 
of the body to tha other (Sherrington 1900), and thm transf er of 
a practice affect to neighbouring parts of the body which are re-
ported for a number of sense modalities. Vol>~ann (1858) re ported 
the trans fer of a practised two point th r eshold to th. symmetrical 
part of th. sensory surface . So did Dresslar (1894) and Mukherjee 
(1933 ) . 
Mukherjee measured the two point t hreshold on each 
of three different po in ts on both forea r ms on the palmary side . 
The six point s ware named a , b, c, d , b" and e . Of t hds a only b 
on the left forearm rec e ivad pr ac tice . b" was the symme trical 
part of the riGht fo rea rm, and a , c , d, 9.nd ~ were the nap- symmetrical 
pa rts on them . The follow i ng table i s taken from li!ukhe r~e~ ' s 
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two poi nt threshold both te> thq "'Y!T'''''"'tric ~. l ,,, ' rt of th, be>rl.y 3-nc. 
to nei ghbou r ing ~ rd~R of t he skin . 
SIJh j ec t T l ef t f ore-arm . right f ore- arm. ! . • 
--=- 1 b -+ __ c_ . d I b 1-'--'-I e --t Before I 
'Practice . 19 i 20 22 21 22 18 
I i 
-
. 
11 fter i 
Pract i ce 4 I 3 . 2 5 4 4 5. 3 
• 
left fore-arm_ ~ight fore-arm. Subjqct 2 . a I b ~ c d I '0 '1 I e 
Before I • • , I 
16 I 
, ! 
, 
1?Tactice ! 14 , I2 I ~ I5 ! I~ , , J I ! , 
---. : ; AftF3r 
I i I. Dracti.ce 7 5. 2 I 8 9 ! 7 1 t; 
(Re;'lrintad from Mu kharjee K . C.~ ~accR. Jn i. v9rQity! H~he DUr'3. tion 
of Cu taneous Sensation and t~8 Im~rov3mant of its Sens ib le 
Diflcrillina tion by " ractic,," , .Jou r~ . Z:x " . " RY . 1933 , 3 '0339 ) . 
The ~ractice effect is ereat est at b, the practised 
area . But the ~ract.ice effBr,t haR tran'=i f e rred bo t h to t he sym-
metrical part bit , and the surrounding area~ on both sides . 
In the viflual sYfltem , Franz et alia (1933 quoted 
GiOson 1953) s howed tha t a practice effect transferr~d from one 
peripheral retinal Brea to the corres ponding area of the opposite 
eye . The t9CJt set was the accuracy of recognition of forms pre-
sen ted periph~rally at the retina. Franz f ounc. tranRf~r of the 
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prA.ctic~ effar.t to untrained are'ls of t h~ retina ndi~hbourirlg 
on the tr:'!i'1Bn a raa as we 11 , bu t to B. lesser (L~t: ree . ~hB u n-
trainRd ~raR ChO~8" to te s t trAn Rfer waR actually mo ra pe ripheral 
than the train3d area . 
C"arm',,\< (l P55 'luoterl ':ih"i!,pl '3 p 255) giV.'JR th" two 
po i nt t!cre"c,old 0" the t "i ;: of the left forefingar f o!' celen Keller 
as beipg 1. 5 ~m . gall (1855 quoterl by V~ip-le ~ 255) gives ~ 
two ~aint threRhold on the ti p of the rieht forefir:ger fo r Lau ra 
Bridgman of 0 . 7 mm . "Her een9ra l sensi tivi ty of touch waR from 
2 to 3 time!'1 as gre~ t as that of an ordinp..ry par~on " (7Ihi !J ·~' le p 255) 
The transfer of practice effe ~ ts on the two point 
thre shold and t hese f i ndings on increa!'1 ad "general sensjtivity" in 
the blind are suggest ive of 'some central prOC9SS underlying the 
phenomenon . Thu!'1 ~:,!ukherjg e (1933j set!=; himself the ta s k of ~nswerin~ 
the question , "Is t."1is improvement central or periphera l ? " '.Vundt 
had written , he says , th'i t " the difference i n th" structure of the 
sense o::'gan i" the chief cau~e of the different qua lity of s~nsati. on . 
So that \Yunrlt definitely OptR for a peripheral explana tion . So 
does Dresslar (l897) , "but he admitted that he had not te s ted any 
al tern;<tive bypotl:.esi s " (Mukher jee 1933) . 
Mukherjee, on the other hand , argues tha t " if the 
improvement is c ·:mtral , it wi. ll be an im!, rovement in cut&.neolls 
senRitivity in gene r ol , and RO othe r ,arts of the skin wi ll be 
prac tised as well ". po tHkAA hi s resu l ts to show that such a 
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centrRl dffe~t i~ in fact wh~ t h ~ prenR. 
Thi:=; conclll:..ion iq 8U!1.'ort8rl by Bo!'~nG (1920) iT' 
his pgper. nn the cOf'ltrol of attitud.es il' I'~ycho:,\~r8iC"'1 1 e:(:-... 3ri -
ments . He t~ought that the reduction of the two ;,oint threshold· 
on th-a ~kir with practice was a c ~ se of the sub~~ct l~ .":! rr.jn€ to 
,t use a finer. criterion for identificRtion - a better Rc~u ~ int a rlce 
with the d. j ffe!'9nce ir. feel between two points and one" . 
This ·3x!11"3.nation i ~ not incon~ i R tJnt with the ax-
planation of the pr ?.ctice effectR on the twa "oint threshold which 
could be given from th~ model proposed earlier in this paper . 
Gibson founn th~ fact th~t there may be a transfer of prac t ice 
effec ts from one area to anothe r suggdstive of "some proce~s of 
abstraction". "At leas t, 0 seems to abstract the quality common 
to the sc ~le~ , that is , he gets a conce pt of the dimension of 
stimulation being vNrie~ . He might next , under some conditions of 
training, conc99tua1ise the 8cqle unit , the endR of the sc qle, and 
perhaps proportional intervals" . (p 423) 
She ft ndR an experiment by 'Narndr (1 940) Or!. " ~/1i C!'O­
melodies " in the audito ry modality suggeRtive here . '/lerner ' s 
subjec ts learned a whole new "micrc~c ale" which had twelve dis-
tinguishable notes , in a pitch r a nge so na rrow th 'l. t bafore tr·, in-
ing the discrimina tion of tbem was impossible for tbe sub~ect. 
She suggested that this i s " n example of 'l. s"bject ee.ini.ng "a 
conce pt of the dimension of stimulation to be va ried". 
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The ~ubjec t then workgd ir~ide tha t rlimen~ion and 
was able to improve his d a~c rim i n~t j on abi l ity within the new 
range, with rractioe . Gibso~ ' s ~ueges t lon we.~ mp-de nefo~e the 
publica tion of the Tanner and Swets (1954) paper . But again , 
her suggestion is cons i>,t"nt wi t h the explan'ition prov i dad by 
the model sug~gstdd 9arlier . He r "dimensi on of Rt imula tion" 
can ba seen in tdrms of the d3cision axis ~ , while the plAcing 
of the criterion C on th , t dec ision axi s is analagous to he r 
process of "conc e ptuali Ri ng critical intervals along t hat scale" . 
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8 
PR :~. CTIC~ 3FF~CTS ON T:,'O POTNT 
Th9re are at le~Rt three othar factorR whi c h n 1f'~n ~ 
the siza of the two poin t threshold apart from the ones such gR 
fatigue and practice, whic h h'ive a lready baen mentioned . First l ~' , 
the age of the subject: - Czermak (1855, quoted by ',vbi P01e, " 2>"~ 
found that chi Idran have a gr'; .e<ter sensi tivi ty , ie, lower t"o 
point threshold, than adults . This has been confirmed by ',7issl e !' 
(1901 quoted by \·'~'l ipple) . Whipple s uggest s two expl a nat ior. s fo!' 
this, firstly, that a child has a greater number of nerve end i~gA 
per unit area of skin a nd secondly , tha t "the Rkin of a ch i ld iA 
thinner and ta~derer, s o that a given im pact produc9R a sha ~n~r 
senRory experience fl .. 
Secondly, some invest i gators hav, f ound clea!' 
differen~es in the size of the two point threshold betwaen the 
two sexes, eg o Thompson (1903, quoted by ITni pple) . Burt and 
Moore ( 1912) s u pport this finding by sayi"g " that the CurV9 R fo!' 
the two sexes scarcely overl ap " (Whipple, p 250) . Howev 8r, Wi .s s l e-
(1901) found no differences a nd 1:ukherjee (1933) tends to su!'por t 
him. Mukherjee 's two subj.ects did have different thresholds , t-ut 
he does not consider thi2 not'llvorthy (p 341) . At the SRm" "j.",~ . 
what Whipple says :;bou t th~ skin being tenderer f!lay a.pply har,o 
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aR we ll. 
Thirdly , it wa~ re~e1te~ly noticed in th~ exreri-
ment l. l work r3~orted heTe th~ t · if · tbe sk ' n gets· too cold , the 
sensitivity goes down ie. the two point thres hold goes up . This 
is pe rhap~ s i gn ificant in t he l ight of what Vihi ppl e s Ci yS about 
the two point thre shold de pendi ng. on circula tion of the blood (,,255) 
Tawney ( 1895) t hought that he could influe nce a 
subject's respo nse R a great deal by sugges tion ie . he could get 
a subject to c all "two" when only one point was given, and. v ic e 
versa . So the expe rimente r s hould be careful not to sayar do 
anything which may let in this cri tici~m of two point threshol d 
measurements . 
Ilukherjee ( 1933) used a small a r ea of the left 
forearm about 50 mm . fr om the wrist on the palmary side . ~xperi-
mental runs VI"re twice a day for 28 continuous days . At e ;>,ch 
session , 30 observations IVere made 'II i til the arm r esting on a fe lt 
table top . Fa t i gue was off se t by d i viding the ser ieR of obHer-
vations into three part'3 and having a paw=)8 of tan minutes bet'.ve en 
parts . The e sthesiometers were a:->p~ied avary thra'3 s9conds and the 
subject wa~· " i ns tructed not to ca ll "two unless he faIt t wo dist i nct 
points . 
Mukhe ~j e e obtained the results set out in the table 
be l ow . The rBsu l ts a -~e the aV'3 r age for sevt:::n days ' a pplic8tions 
each wgek :-
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Subject 
(woman) 
I. Subject 
(man) 
2. 
WEEK. 
Morning. Evening. Morning. Evening. 
First Day. 20 mm. 21 mm. 14 mm. 15 mm. 
Average 2 Pt. Thre . 13.7 mm. 14.0 mm. 14 mm • 14.2 mm. 
for First Week . I 
Average Two Point i 
Threshold for the I 8.7 mm. 8.4 mm. 10.7 mm. 10.2 mm., 
, 
Second Week. I 
Average Two Point I I Threshold for the i 3.5 mm. 3.7mm. 5.5 mm. 6.2 mm.1 
Third Week. I I I 
! i Average Two Point I I , 
3.0 3.2 mm./ 5·2 ='1 5·4 , Threshold for the , mm. mm. I Fourth Week. i 1 ! I i ! , 
Reprinted from Mukherjee K. C. (Dacca Universi ty) "The Duration of 
Cutaneous Sensation (i) and the Improvement of its Sensible Dis-
crimination by Practice (ii)". Journal of EXperimental Psychology 
1933 Vol. 13 p 339. 
A large reduction in the threshold value is apparent 
from Mukherjee 's work. 
The part of the body chosen by Mukherjee for work on 
the two point threshold is a very convenient one. The initial 
threshold is large enough to allow of oonsiderable reduotion with 
praotioe. At the same time, the area is sensitive enough fo~ the 
praotioe effeot to take plaoe. 
In a short pilot study prooeeding this experiment, 
the volar side of the first joint of the index finger of the 1aft 
hand was ohosen for testing. But the threshold is already so 
small on this part of the body that the reduotion with praotioe 
was in tarms of tenths of a millimeter over two or three days. 
And when an insensitive area in the emaIl of the baok was tried, 
little or no praotioe affeot was noted. It was thus deoided to 
follow Mukherjee in his ohoioe of the ragion of the body to be 
tested. Throughout this experiment, then, the palmary side of 
the left forearm, 50mm from the wrist, was used. 
Section II. ~xperiment.al Section. 
9. EXPERIMENTATION. 
The immediate aim of this experiment was to demon-
strate a practice effect on the two point threshcld on the fore-
arm on the palmary side, 50mm from the wrist, and to test for a 
transference of this affect to the surrounding areas of skin and 
to the symmetrical part of the body. 
While this had been done by various workers in the 
past (Mukherjee 1933, Dresslar 1894 etc.), the workers often used 
only one subject, or at most two subjects. Quite often these two 
subjects consisted of the experimenter and his wife oOr an assistant. 
Because the practice effect and the transference 
played such a crucial part in the development and structure of the 
physiological model explaining the two point threshold which is 
proposed here, it seemed vital that it should be established that 
such a practice effect is demonstrab~a fairly readily in a number 
of subjects. 
(i) Subjects. 
The aim of the experiment rsquired only that the 
practice effect be demonstrated adequately in a numbe r of subjects. 
As soon as testing started, it became apparent that the number of 
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avenues for f·~rther research was very large. For example, a 
difference between the sexes both in absolute size of the two 
point threshold or in susceptibility to practice has not really 
been demonstrated in the literature (Mukherjee 1933). The age 
and health of the subject, the time of day, and the state of 
fatigue of the subject are further variables which have already 
been mentioned. 
Then C. Burt (1909) considered research work done 
by Rivers (1905) on the Todas, by McDougall on Papuans and 
Dayaks and by Burt and McDougall on various social classss in 
England. On the basis of this work he oama to the conclusion 
that there was an inverse relationship between cultural develop-
ment and the size of the two point thre3hold, which he used as a 
measure of tao tile sensi tivi ty. "The least intelleotual group 
tend in average tactile discrimination to be the more acute" 
(quoted Whipple, 1924). To establish the validity of such a 
stateme~t would, however, require a separate study. 
Although the variations due to the sex, age, health, 
and level of acculturisation of the subject, and to the climate 
eto. are beyond the scope of this investigation, they ware kept in 
mind while choosing the subjects. It seemed that if the practice 
effect could be demonstrated in as wide a variaty of subjects as 
possible, then the danger of incorporating a false finding into 
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the model would be reduced. 
Ideally, a number of subjects should be chosen from 
all the categories mentioned, but the sheer time involved in 
testing just one subject precludes the testing of large numbers 
of subjects. To test one subject during one session .involved 
the application of the esthesiometers some 100 times, with 100 
judgements being made and recorded. Such a session took half an 
hour. Eaoh subject did two sessions per day, morning and evening 
for twenty-eight oonseoutive d~s. This meant that eaoh subject 
ended by giving 2 x 100 x 28 a 5,600 judgements all told. Using 
fifteen subjeots, this meant that eome 84,000 judgements were made 
and recorded. 
In the end fifteen subjeots were tested. Of these 
eight wera European, and seven were African, eight male and seven 
female. Of the Europeans, four were British and four were South 
African, while of the Africans, six were Rural Africans and one 
an Urban African. 
The msan age of the subjects was 29.8 years (taking 
each subject's age to the nearest yearY, with a range of 17 years 
to 63 years and the median age at 27 years. For the Eurcpe~ns, the 
average age was 28.0 with a ra~e of 20 to 63, and the median at 
22, while for the Africans the average was 32.29 years, range 17 
to 50 and median at 33. 
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During the oourse of testing, . one male African's 
results had to be discarded, as he suffered an assault while on 
hiB way home and had to be hospitalised for a week. Although 
this took place during the third week of his testing, he was not 
tested further on hie discharge from hospital. Complete results 
are thus available for only five Rural Africans. 
(ii) Apparatus Used. 
In a list of eight factors which will affect the 
two point threshold, Whipple (1924) gives "The Instrument Used". 
"In general, the development of the esthesiometer since Weber's 
time has been in the direction of greater complexity and delicacy, 
giving better control over the separation of the pointe, over the 
Simultaneity of their application and the degree of pressure 
exerted". He mentions that improved esthesiometers have been 
made by ,Tastrow, Blazeke, Binet, Washburn, Ebbinghaus, Von Frey, 
Spearman and Hill. He suggests the use of either Jast r ow's 
improved esthesiometer or a set of Hill's needles. Mukherjee 
(1933) used Spearman's esthesiometers. Good quality dividers 
can be used. Weber used what he called "compass points". 
For this experiment, ten pairs of good quality es-
thesicmeters of the "divider" type were used • . They could be 
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preset at any separation between the pointe from nought millimeters 
upwards, using an accurate ruler. The esthesiometers were suoh 
that onoe set they were not easily thrown out during use. At 
intervals during testing, the point separations of all the esthesio-
meters were checked. But not once was it found that they had shifted 
In addition, there were available some twelve esthesiometers which 
were made in the Departmental workshops. These were adapted from 
Rill's needles, and were found to be satisfactory as well. liow-
ever, because of the possibility that their points might not be 
the same as those of the factory made esthesiometers, they were 
never used interchangeably with them. 
The rest of the . apparatus oonsisted of a hardboard 
soreen, draped with black cloth, made in the workshops and designed 
so that the subject could sit comfortably at a table with his arm 
through an opening in the cloth. It was not possible for the 
subject to see round, over or under the screen, so that the Experi-
menter was able to test ths subjeot on the forearm without the 
subjeot seeing either the site of application or any of the 
eethesiometers, or, indeed, the experimenter himself. 
The subject leant his arm on a folded cloth (Whipple 
1924), and the esthesiometers were laid out on a cloth as well, 
eo that no auditory cues were available to the subject either. 
This was to eliminate the possibility of a sophisticated subject 
learning wnere the esthesiometers were put d~wn and taken up by 
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localising the "click" as the metal instrument touched or scraped 
the table. 
Results were reoorded by the experimenter using 
pencil and a standard sooring pad. 
(iii) Experimental Procedure. 
The investigator applied the points of the esthesio-
meters as evenly as possible to the area of the subject's skin to 
be tested. Contaot with hairs, projecting veins or tendons (Whipple 
1924 p 246) was avoided. The investigator attempted to maintain 
a constant pressure on the two points by letting them rest lightly 
on the skin for a seoond or two. The subjeot was then required to 
report whether he felt one point or two points. He was instruoted 
not to oall"two" unless he definitely felt two points. If he was 
not sure, a call of "one" was preferable. In this, Rivers (1905), 
Burt (190?) and Mukherjee (1933) were followed. The area of skin 
to be tested was always marked with an ink line, so that the 
esthesiometers were alway"s applied to the same area of skin. 
This experimental procedure has two ill1portallt '>s-
pects to it which were noticed throughout the course of experimen-
tation. 
(i) It is difficult for the experimenter to ensure that 
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be rests th3 two points evenly on the akin. Should he apply more 
pressure to the one point than to the other, the results could be 
affected. Even more important is the requirement that the two 
points be applied simultaneously. Any aeynchrony of application 
of the two points is readily perceptible and leads to epurious 
results in the direction of lower thresholds; it is far eas ier to 
perceive two points under these conditions than when the two points 
are applied simultaneously. "It is imperative that both points be 
applied simultaneously because the limen for successive stimuli is 
only one tbird to one quarter of that for simultaneous stimuli" 
(Whipple p 246). 
(ii) In the threshold region in particular, the subject 
often found it very difficult to decide on a call of "one" or "two". 
He would often request a further application of the stimulus. This 
was granted, but after that further application he was asked to 
give his decision. 
As Gibson (1953) pointed out, an ordinary psycho-
physical method of limits is not real l y satisfactory in dealing 
with the two point threshold. The subject soon gets a clear idea 
of what to expect, and even perhaps when to expect it. To obviate 
this difficulty, the following method was used:-
A rough estimate of the two point threshold for the 
relevant area was made for each s ubject in a preliminary testing 
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sesslon, using the. ordinary psyohophysical m"thod of limit s and 
using extrema values. Then the tan pairs of esthesiomat~r3 were 
preset at diffarent point separations on either side of thi s 
threshold value. These separation$ ware then entered on the results 
sheets, on which were drawn ten columns. 
The experimenter then applied ~ach of the esthesio-
meters ten times, but he did so in a random order. The order used 
was obtained from a list of random numbers generated by a computer, 
using the digit 0 as the tenth esthesiometer. This method, ooupled 
with the faot that the Bubjeot oould hear and s ee nothi ng of what 
went on others ide the soreen, was designed to ensure that the 
subjeot reported only what he felt, without interferenoe from 
expeotanoies or other oues. 
( . , 1V ) • Fal s e Pos itives . 
Whipple (1924 ) noted that a real illusion of two 
points oould and does ooour aven when only one point i s a ppli ·ed. 
It has already be~n mentioned t hat Tawney was very pes simis tio 
about being able to obtain a two point thres hold reading at all. 
To attempt to overoome t his problem, the followi ng 
method was ado ptad. In t he initi al sess ions of testing eaoh sub-
jeot, at least twenty peroen t of all t he a pylioations wer e made 
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using one point only. If the subject called "two" whan only one 
point ·had been appliad, a "false positive" was scored, following 
signal detection theories (Tanner and Swats (1954) ). 
A limit of fiva percent of false positives was set 
as the "criterion" (Tanner and Swets), and results giving a false 
positive rate higher than five percent were disregarded and the 
session startad again. ~speoially in the initial stages of tast-
ing, and espeoially in the Rural African subjeots, suoh high fal s e 
positive rates were common. Invariably, this was found to be the 
result of inadequate unders tanding of the experimental task, lead-
ing to guessing or a persevaratory response of "two" for every 
application. However, once tbe subjeot grew accustomed to the 
experimental tas k, such high falsa positive rates were not often 
found. 
(v). Scoring. 
The experimenter recorded the subjeot's response 
of "one" or "two" by writing "I" or "2" under the appropriate 
point separation. As there were ten point saparations, and eac h 
point separation was applied t en times in a random order, the 
block was oom!,leted when there had been one hundred "one's" or 
"two's" oalled. 
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When an application of a single point was made, 
the result was recorded in the usual way. However, a practised 
subjeot seldom made a false positive call of "two" here. 
When a subject has completed his testing ssssions, 
there are 56 complsted blocks, with various point separations 
down the left hand side and "l's" and "2's" opposite them. Then 
for each point separation, the number of "Two's" called out of 
ten applications are written down on the right hand side. Typicall, 
for the small point . separations, there will be no "Tlfo's" called, 
while for the large separations there will be ten "TwO's" called. 
What follows could be such a typical block:-
Point Sub,ject :- N.N. Date :- IO/n/I970 A. A • lIo. of "2 I s 
Separation Call. Clj.lled 
291l'.Dl 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 10 
27mm 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 10 
25mm 2 2 2 I 2 2 2 2 2 2 9 • 
24mm 2 2 2 2 I 2 I 2 2 2 8 
23mm 2 2 I 2 I 2 2 I I 2 6 
22mm 2 I I I 2 2 I I I 2 d 
2Imm I I I 2 I I I 2 I I 2 
20mm 2 I I I I 2 I I I I 2 
18mm I I I I I I I I T I 0 • 
I6mm I I I I I I I I I I I 0 
False I I I I I 
. P""itiVAA 2 I I I I I I 
~~a False 
ositive • 
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N .. 
0' 
The next step was to compute the two point threshold 
for that particular experimental session. Unde~wood (1966) usss 
a graphical determination of thresholds (page 1)6), and this method 
was followed. The number of "two's" called for each point separa-
tion was plotted against the appropriate point separation, and 
that point separation which gave 50% of "two" responses (ie 5 out 
of 10) was taken as the two point threshold. This is illustrated 
in the diagram below:-
IO 
9 
8 
• • • 
'Two .. 
1 
C,ALU.J> 
6 
5 
4 
) 
2 
I 
0 
I6 18 20 22 24 26 28 ) 0 mm 
Point Separation in millimet9rs. 
Graphical determinat i on of the two point threshold. Ths thr s s hold 
value in this example is 22.5mm. 
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This is the ideal curve, and in the actual axperimen· 
tal runs the curves wara not always smooth (although as a matter 
of faot, they were smooth on a surprising number of experimental 
sessions). It was usually possible to draw the line of best fit 
through the points on the graph. 
(vi) Results. 
After 28 days of tasting there ware thus 56 two poin1 
threshold readings for eaoh subject found after 100 applications 
of the asthesiomatars, morning and evening, each day. 
Following Mukherjee (1933), it was deoided to presanl 
these results in the form of a table, giving the two point thrashol 
on the first day and the MEAN two point thraehold for the first, 
seoond, third and fourth waaks of the experimental run. 
It should be noted that apart from the first day's 
readings, the rasults given ara maan readings for 14 experimental 
sessions (7 morning and 7 evening sessions). Further, the results 
are given oorreot to only two deoimal places. The threshold 
measurements originally taken wera correot to two deoimal plaoes. 
But in the statistioal treatment of rssults, beoause mean readings 
were involved, oaloulation was always to four decimal plaoes. 
The raw Bcores from whioh these means were oalculated, are given 
in Appendix I. 
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~"n:r"<'T FIRsT Mt.fW \MERN ME.RN ME" ... T~t'l"~ r-" It F£~. St:)( S V e:n:: (.T, 
.l>f'lY , F .. ~ f',,~ 1'"<>1\. No. r S"- 2 N4 3 .. c/ 4-*~ I To 
.., £E. to: • wHI< VUK VEEK i RIGHT 
I Male African ' 25·00 21.06 17.51 I3. S6 10.34 9.12 I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Mala African 
Female African 
I 
Female 1 African 
i 
Female i African 
Female i African 
Male British 
Male British 
Female I British 
Male Bri tieh 
21.50 . 20 .49 
! I I 25·00 IS.16 
I I ) 23.33
1
19.79 
I 21.00 I 17-57 
I 25.00 19.59 
18.12 15.94 
15.29 14.74 
15. 64115.24 
i 
15.33 I 16.19 
13.67 
10.41 
13. 61 
13.59 
8.60 
14.10 I 
15. 06 15·34 j 
I 
16.11 15.71 15.47 16.16 i 
, 1 
21.11 21.91118.69 ! 15·52 13.27 12.71 i 
23.33 I 21. 72119.93 14.89 11.77 11. 75 1 
19.10 i 18.17 '115. 65 ! 12. 69 11.19 11.21 ! 
. I i I 
, 20.83 i 18.58 116. 01 : 13.43 9.85 8 .50 ; I I I i 
White S.A. i 17.11 i 18.63116.71 115.84 12.97 11. 03 : 
I I . ! : ! 1 i 
Female 
Male ,White S.A. : 21.50 : 19.64 15.82 ! 14.06 I 9.72 9.00 ; 
Female ,[ White S.A. 1,' 21.20 ! 17.87 115.54 ! 13.22 I 9.71 I 8. 37 1 
i ii ! Male . Whita s.A'l 22.67 1 18.27 ! 15.33 ! 11.32 10.29 1 11.10 ; 
I ' ! 
Male African 26.00 i 23.89 - I - - I -
iii 
Results Table 1 . Showing the two point threshold on the first 
day, the mean threshold week by week, and the mean of a morning 
and evening session to test transfer of the practice effect to 
the symmetrical part of the body on the right hand side. 
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(vii) Analysis of Results. 
The aim of the experiment requires that a practice 
effect be demonstrated on the two point threshold for the 14 
subjeots chosen. 
The one way analysis of variance (fixed effects) 
ls, unfortunately, not appropriate here. Taking the mean scores 
for N 2 14 on week one and week four, the null hypotheSiS would 
be set up that:- -r I 
Stated formally:- • 1""' = 
As against thiS, the hypothesis that a treatment 
differenoe exists because of practice:- H , H>. .. \ H Q 
Then choose an· alpha level of .01 and t 8st the null 
hypothesis. 
But fr,r this statistical treatment of results to be 
acceptable, there has to be "sta.tistical independence among the 
error cO'llponents" (Hays 1963, p 379). What this means in effect 
ls that the one way analysis of variance, fixed effects, requires 
independent observations both within and across groups. 
In this experiment, such a requirement is not met. 
There is "good reason" to think that the treatment given to the 
subjsct during the first .... ek has a "systematic effect on hi3 
subssquent p"rformanca" (Hays, op. cit.) during the fourth "aek of 
the experiment. In which case, it cannot be assumed that there is 
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statistioal ind~pendenoe among errors. Indeed, th~ study is con-
oerned to sho~ just this thing, that the treatment in week one 
does have an ~ffeot on weak two, weak three and so on. 
For the same reason, the t - tsst for th~ signifi-
oanc~ of a differenoe between the means of two small uncorrelated 
'samples oannot be used (Milton Smith, 1965). 
To meet the aim of this sxperiment, then, the dif-
ference between the means of two small oorrelatsd samples has to 
be shown to be significant. The performance of a gr"up of subjects 
was measured before and after an experimental factor had been intro-
duoed, and now it must be determined whether any differences be-
tween the mean scores whioh resulted could have been due to chance 
variations in sampling alone. 
Following ~ilton - Smith (1965), the most convenient 
w~ to do this is to set up the null hypothes is that the mean of 
the differences between the two scores on week one and week four 
for all the subjects is zero. Then the alternative hypothesis 
would be that the mean of the differences is not zero. 
The calculation of t will th~n give an answer to the 
null hypothesis (either to accept it or to r~ject it ) at the stipu-
lated level of confidence. The value t will be raferred to Fi sher's 
Table of t at a value of 2P ~ .01 (two tailed), and the degrees of 
freedom (d.f . ) - 13. 
The aotual calculation of t is shown in appendix II, 
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and is fo~nd to be t • 12.176. 
Referring to Fisher's Table of t, for P ~ .005 
(2P - .01) and df = 13, than t = 3.012. 
Therefore tha null hypothesis is rejected. 
Had the stipulated value for P been .001 or even 
.0005. the null hypothesis would still have been rejected. 
Tberefore the alternative hypothesis that tbe mean 
of tbe differences is not zaro, is accepted. 
Since sucb a result could only have been due to 
chance variations in sam pling sometbing much lese than once in a 
hundred times, it is concluded t hat practice made a significant 
difference to the two point threshold of these subjects under the 
conditions of the experiment. 
Although it was not strictly necessary for the aim 
of the experiment, further statistical analysis was ca rried out 
in tbe eame way on all the week by week scores. 
Week one was tested against week two and tben against 
w'3ek three. Tben week two was tested against weak three and w-3ek 
four, and lastly, week three was tested against week four. 
Setting up the n~ll hypothesis in eacb case that tbe 
means of the differences between t he two scoras on the two weeks is 
zero, a value for twas calculat'3d in each case. Tbe value twas 
refarL'ed to Fisber's table (2P = .01) \ind cif = 13. 
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In each case it was possible to reject the null 
hypothesis at the .01 level. 
Because these results could only have occurred by 
chance less than once in a hundred times for each week by weak 
test, it is concluded that practice took place each weak in 
that the mean two point threshold was significantly different 
each time. 
The overall conclusion for the analysis of results 
is thus that a practice effect on the two point threshold has 
be,n demonstrated for 14 subjects over 28 days. 
Although no analysis was done to show this, it 
seemed as if the largest drops in thres hold occurred during 
weeks three and four. This is in the same direction as the 
result of Uukharjee (1933). 
The final thing which should be demonstrated from 
the results is the transfer of the practice effect to the 
symmetrical part of the body (a spot 50 ~ from the wrist on 
the palmary side of the right forearm ) . This presents some-
thing of a problem as far as the design of the experiment is 
concerned. It is not possible to get a ~ reading on tha 
transfer side over a number of experimental sessions, since 
that area would than itself be subjeot to a practioe effect. So . 
that the reading must be t aken just once (or at most twice) on 
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the specified spot. But then tbe reading is liabla to error, 
since anyone measurement of tbe two point threshold, as already 
mentioned a number of times, is subject to great variation 
(Tawney, 1897 ). 
It is also sometbing of a design problsm to decide 
on what to measure the transfer reading against. The ~ thresh-
old for the fourth week is one possibility. But we know t!>.at 
practice is going on all the time within the 14 readings of the 
last week, so that the mean reading for this week is not really the 
most a ppropriate reading. 
To overcome these difficulties, it was decided to 
average the readings for the morning and evening sessions on the 
first day of the experimental run and to compara tbese results 
with the average of the readings for a morning and evening session 
on the transfer spot. This design s bould reduce t he error compo-
nent to a certain extent in that the ~ readings for the day are 
taken. Since only one day's readings for the transfer spot a re 
taken, the amount of extra practice involved should not be too 
great. 
This is something of a compromise, and the experi-
menter would not like to place too much weight on this aspect of 
the experiment. Nevertheless, tbe readings for t t e transfer s pot 
after practice are obviously much smaller than tbe readings for the 
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practice spot on .the left wrist on the first day. This means 
that it is possible to set up a null hypothesis to make a test 
for transfer. 
The null hypothesis is set up that the difference 
between the means of the readings on day 1 and the readings on the 
transfer spot is zero. 
The calculations necessary for this are shown in 
Appendix III. Referring to Fisher's table of t, df 13 and 
p ~ .01, it is sean that the hypothesis oan be rejected. However, 
as has already been mentioned, not much weight is set by thi s 
result. The sta tistics look impressive, but this as pect of the 
experimental design is too weak to support strong conclusions. 
All that the experimenter would like to conclude here is that as 
far as he could see, the practice effect transferred to the sym-
metrical part of the body, as Shsrrington ( 1900) said it would. 
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Section III. Conclus ions. 
ro. 
THO TYP3S OF PRACTICE EFFECT. 
It seemed from this study that thare are two dis-
tinct ty pes of practice effect. These may conveniently be named 
Type I or "Reduction of Variability" practice effects and Type 2 
or "Increase in Sensitivity" practice effects. A clear pattern 
emerged when a naive subject was tested on the two point dis-
crimination. At the outset, the subject a ppeared to have no 
clear "strategy" with which to deal with the task. His responses 
were therefore randomly scattered and typified by the pr~senC9 of 
false positives. But after just a few experimental runs , the 
subject was able to reduce the variability of his res ponses and 
limit the number of false pos itives made. He had then shown a 
Type I or "Reduction in Variability" practice effect. 
two point threshold emerg3d at this stage. 
A clear 
This first type of practice affect can be accommo-
dated on the model by calling it a "distribution effect", follo-
wing signal detection theory. This would mean that the varia-
bility of the distribution of central effects on E is reduoed by 
practice. Obviously part of the improvement in two point dis-
crimination with practice consi s ts in becoming more fami liar with 
the experimental set u p and proced1lre. Such a "central effect" 
is expected to be associated with a decrease in display variance, 
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which will carry the criterion down with it and result in a de-
crease of the two point threshold. 
In this case there will be no increase in the 
number of fal s e positives made, and there will be a decrease in 
the range over which the threshold occure. The overall effect 
of Type 1 or "Reduction of Variability" practice is one of 
"sharpening" or clarifying central effects along decision axis E. 
To simplify the presentation, it was stated in the 
model that the receptiv9 fields of the primary afferents were 
either "on" or Itoffn. In practice, primary afferents do not be-
have in that simple a way. One could thus expect that activity 
would not be identical in each of t he driven units. Some units 
would fire spikes at a higher rate than others, and there would 
be a randomness in the activity of the population as a whole. The 
concept of a unit usually refers to a first order neuron plus its 
receptive field, following Wyburn (1960 p 41). Unfortuna te1y, 
"very little information is available with regard to the compara-
tive sizes of receptive fields activating the second, third (or 
thalamic ) and fourth (or cortical ) order of neurons" (Wyburn, 
Pickford and Hirst, 1964 p 31). As far as the model is concerned, 
a unit would be a cortical neuron plus .its receptive field. 
The model allows for the counting of the number of 
active units in the following way. All tte spik3s arriving at a 
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counting station ars summed in cne obssrvation interval, and 
this sum is divided by the msan ·firing frequency of the units 
sampled. This action of tha re3caler, as mentioned earlier, 
spe.cifically allows .for size transfer. 
The smaller the varianoe in the firing pattern, the 
closer will the answer oome to ei tber a olear ·"one" or a olear 
"two". But even with a oonsiderable degree of varianoe, the 
answer will not be greatly wrong, sinoe tbose units firing below 
the mean frequenoy will tend to lower the oount for example, to 
0.8 or 1.8, while .those firing above the mean frequenoy will tend 
to raise it, for example, to 1.2 or 2.2. In this way, the dis-
tribution of oentral effeots along E produoed by the resoaler 
oan form a ready basis for deoision making. 
There is physiological evidenoe whioh supports the 
notion of a Type I or Raduotion in Variability Practioe Effeot. 
"The peripheral reoeptive field for any oortical n9uron is surrounded 
by skin, the stimulation of which will inhibit the cortioal neuron. 
This means that any stimulus produces a group of activated oalls 
and a surrounding. zone of inhibited oells, a mecbanism whioh will 
obviously help tactile desorimination" (Wyburn, Pickford and 
Hirst, 1964). Afferent inbibition of this sort has the effect of 
crispening or sharpening sensory input. Suoh afferent inhibition 
is well known in the visual system (Hubel and Wiesel 1962, Dodwell 
1966) • 
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Thera is of courS<3 also descendIng cortIcal control 
over sensory input. "The C.N.S. oan influence its own sensory 
input at avery lavel from p9ripharal receptors to cortioal re-
oeiving n'lUrons. It has be '~n determined that there are relays 
of oentrifugal fibres running down from the higher cortical ar<3as 
to oonneot up with eaoh lavel of any sensory pathway, and that 
stimulation of these fibres diminishes or abolishes responses in 
the sensory pathways" (\'lyburn, Pickford and HIrst 1964 p 33). 
The effects of both afferent inhibition and descen-
ding oortical oontrol are to stabilise the firing frequencies of 
units in the class for which they operate. This has been shown 
for the s<3nsitiva hair cells in the nuclaus gracilis of the cat 
(Gordon and Paine 1960, Gordon and Jukes 1964). The benefits of 
afferent inhibition for stable firing frequencies in the somato-
sensory cortex of the cat have been shown by Mountcastle (1957). 
So at least a part of Type 1 or Reduction of Varia-
bility practice effects oould be the result of inhibition of this 
sort. Another part oould be the result of afferent facilitation. 
"Activation of cortical cells would appear to induce faCilitation, 
whereby they become more rasp0nsiva to a succa '3ding stimulus and 
in this way they are better able to deal with natural stimulation" 
(Wyburn, Pickford and Hirst p 31). Afferant facilitation will of 
oourse raise the driven frequenoies of the afferent units. It 
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will also underlie Type 2 or Inorease in ~ensitivity Practice 
Effects and will be mentioned later. Afferent facilitation has 
been shown in the nucleus gracilis of the cat for the sensitive 
hair cells by Gordon and Paine (1960). 
Descending cortical control over the units will 
further preserve the afferent effect. Gordon and Jukes (1962) 
showed this clearly for sensitive hair cells and touch pressure 
cells in the nucleus gracilis of the oat. If the touoh pressure 
units are excited, the sensitive hair cells are inhibited. This 
finding wae confirmed by Gordon and Jukes. (1964). This mechanism 
is certainly relevant to Type 1 practice effects and probably to 
Type 2 practice effects as well. If thsse afferent and descending 
mechansims are active they will tend to control the variance in 
the driven population. This particular physiological evidence 
thus supports tha idea of Type 1 practice effect as envisaged· on 
the model. 
Typs 2 practice effects could be due to a lowering 
of the criterion C in the face of an unchanged display variance. 
This increase in sensitivity could be bought at the cost of a 
higher false positive . rate Eut there is a fixed maximum false 
positive rate, and so an increase in sensitivity leading to a 
lower two point threshold is the. alternative way in which the 
criterion can go down. As the experimental run continued, the 
subject was able to lower his two point threshold. without 
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inourring further false positives. In dOing this he was showing 
a type 2 practice effect. 
As far as the physiological mechanisms underlying 
this type of practice effect are concerned, a few possibilities 
have already been mentioned. Afferent facilitation (Gordon and 
Pain 1960) could certainly be involved. So ooul!i more "central 
effects" of the type discussed by Gibson (1953), in terms of 
"getting a concept of the dimension of stimulation being varied, 
and of conceptualising the scale unit, the ends of the scale and 
perhaps proportional intervals" (p 423 quoted earlier). 
The term "Increase in Sensi tivi ty" for Type 2 
practice effects was suggested to the investigator during the 
course of experimentation. A subject just happened to mention 
after one series of applications that the area of skin involved 
had become very tender and painful to the touch. It seemed almost 
as if there was mild hyperalgesia in the area stimulated (Jenkins 
1951, p 1181). The physiological oondition of hyperalgesia is a 
very complex one, and it is not suggested that enhanced tactile 
sensitivity is necessarily connected with it at all. The pain and 
tenderness need not be at all related to the increased skin sensi-
tivity leading to a threshold fall. On the contrary, practice 
effects were obtained on subjeots without accompanying pain and 
~enderness in the skin area involved. 
Eyperalgesia sUiSgests the release of soma chemical 
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by damaged tissue. Hist amine i s released by painful stimulation 
(Rosenthal and Mua rd 1939, cited by Jenkins 1951). And it causes 
pain when injected into tissue. But ~o do many other chemicals. 
If it could be shown that repeated applications of the esthesio-
meter points ' to the skin caused a build up of one of the nerve 
facili tators such as acetylcholine', than the type 2 practice 
effect could be explained in terms of increased peripheral sen-
sitivity just as Wundt said it could be. Then "central" explana-
tions would be superfluous. This study does not aim to dis tin- -
guish between these two possibilities other than to point out. with 
Mukherjee (1933), that transfer effects suggest a central rather 
than a peripheral meohanism. - Ae far as the model is concerned, 
it is not neces sary to choose between the two. An increa sed 
sensitivity at the periphery is accomodated by saying that the 
whole distribution of central effects moves down, pulling the 
criterion and thus the two point threshold down with it. 
Jenkins (1951 ) sta tes that "there is no clear-cut 
evidence of touch enhancement as there is of temperature enhance-
ment" in the cutaneous senses. Temperature enhancement refers 
to the positive enhancement by which dipping an arm into cold 
water makes a stimulus at 30 degrees C feel warm although this 
is below normal skin temperature. However, Jenkins was writing 
before the work of Gordon and Jukes (1902, 1964) Mcuntcastle 
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(I957) and othere. Wyburn, Pickford and Hirst (I964 ) agree that 
afferent facilitation is an established fact in sensory systems, 
so that Jenkins is perhaps wrong in his statement here. 
Theoretically, the two types of Pr~ctice Effect 
discussed here can be represented as follows:-
In type I or "Reduction of Variability" practice 
effeots, there is a change in the form and slope of the curve 
eg from curve (a) to curve (b). But in type 2 or "Increase in 
Sensitivity" practice effects, the slope of the curve stays the 
same. All that happens is that the curve moves down the scale, 
taking the threshold with it, ie, moving from curve (b) to curve 
(0) • 
No. of 
'Two's' 
called. 
S" 
Point Separa.tion j_n millimeters. 
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II 
. SOME SUGG6STED 3XPLANATIONS. 
The model which bas been suggested in this paper is 
little more than an application of the general signal deteotion 
model (Tanner and Swets 1954) to the specific case of one of the 
four cutaneous senses. However, a number of useful properties 
of the model bave already been mentioned. It was pointed out that 
the model should violate no established physiological findings, 
and it should account specifically for the known properties of the 
two point threshold. 
Although he wrote before the signal detection models 
were formalised, Ruch (1946, quoted in Ruch 1951) antiCipated some 
of the structures proposed bere. For example, he givee a "theoreti-
oal diagram of the neural factors involved in the descrimination 
of tiro points applied to the skin" (Ruch 1951 p 149), which has 
the same sort of "array" as tha one proposed in the model given 
above. Ruch's diagram has "levels", namely, the receptor surface, 
the spinal cord, the thalamus and the cortical levels. His 
"modal excitation curves" of nellral activity at the cortex are 
rather like th9 central decision axes of later signal detection 
models. However. Rueh's diagram is limited. It would be confused, 
for instance, in the matter of· size transfer. 
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The model aooounts for the first five properties 
of the two point threshold (Sherrington 1900) si;'ply by the 
geo~etry of ths ·reoeptive fields of the array, as was mentioned 
earlier. The two point threshold varies in size from region to 
region on the skin because the spaoing T betwaan reo·eptive fields 
on the array varies from region to region on the skin. This 
acoords with histologioal findings on oell densities on various 
regions of the body, and the size of the receptive fields (Wyburn 
1960). Sherrington s%pressed this further by saying that the 
two point threshold varies inversely with the mobility of the 
surfaoe on whioh it is measured. Roughly, this is so, espeoially 
as ons moves from shoulder to finger tip and from hip to toe. 
So that the size of the two point threshold is 
determined by a) ths display variance in N, tha number of primary 
afferents firing b) by the size of the reosptiva field radius 
and 0) by the spaoing T betwe.en reoeptive fields. The model 
thus pradiots a systematio relation betwean reeeptiva field 
size and spaoing and the two point threshold, and is simply 
making explioit the idea that reosptive field properties and 
the density of innervation are related to some purpose (of. 
Mountcastle and Powell 1959). 
The faot that the two point threshold is longer 
in the long axis of the limbs is aooomodate1 by tha elliptioal 
nature of some of tha raoeptiva fields of the array. Stretohing 
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the :::.k i.n in anyone di r~ction could. ha !~x p'3ct ·ar1 to cti sp18 c~ re-
c~ptive fi91~$ a l onG an ~xis pointing in that di ract ion , and thu s 
Cause thBm to tHka on an elliptica l shK~e ae wall. 
In the human forearm , the two point threshold is 
l once r i ·o the Jane "l x- is of th3 arm . This wOll lri. 13 n.d One to nus-
~e ct that th~ r3c~ 0tive riR1~~ ~r~ el ongat3r1 in this a xi s too . 
This is in fact the c?.~ ~ fo r pri.f'!1.Q r;;,' af f'3rent ul1i tc; i!1 the cat 
:~.nd for cortic a l llni..t~ i"!1 tha monkey (!Iu nt 3.nd ~.~cTnt:,t'e 1960; , 
(!\~o u ntc.:i 9t le and PO'Nell 1959 ; . 
The paRsing of a sllblimi.nal current through the 
two Doi !1t R of the eAth9Riomet-3 "!' .) re~ents so:n-at~ing of a n anoma l y 
for t he modal. Sh" rrin:,:t()n . (1900) noted that t his produc~s a 
r .3port of "f us ion". On ' ,'f~ber ' s formulat::"on of "sensory circlat:;", 
e a ch hav~ng a ~epal':;t 3 j1?. thway to the cortdx , thi8 waB ea .sy to 
ex~lai n . The ele~trical stimu l us fired "a r ti f i c ia l ly" the i nact ive 
Bonsory circl .. which lay betwB sn thd two ac ti ve on."" and which 
m~da the two poi nt discrimination poss ible . As soon aR thiR 
"spacer" circla was firdd, t he organism had to ~e 8po nrt with a 
call of "one " . 
On t h i s model , howeve r , suc h an explanation i~ not 
aVR.il?~ble . Any "art ifi.ci.::tl " fi ring of the cells who se I'3ceptive 
field s come under the alact r i cal fial~ b."low thR two points of 
the e'3the~iomet3 r .should actually r a i se t ha count tak .. n by the 
counter and so affec t tha distributior.a along thA dBC isiJ n a xis E. 
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However, descending inhibition from higher centers 
to the array and afferent inhi bi tion from the su"rround were both 
mentioned in the last chapter. Both of these were seen to be 
important " in "crispening" sensory mass"ages, and they could be 
expected to playa vital role in the action of the Rescaler. 
What the subliminal "electric current passed betwean the two 
points could do, is to interfere with this important crispening 
process. For example, it may fire tho s e cells whose receptive 
fields should be inactive due to descending inhibition and 
afferent inhibition in the area surrounding tha stimulus points. 
In this way, the whole cris pening effect of the two types of 
inhibition could ~e lost, since the effect is now akin to that 
of applying a whole araa to the skin. Instead of having a sit-
uation which could be diagrammatically representsd as in 1), one 
now has an effect which can be repres ented as in 2). 
Case 1. 
COOO'l(x~)(OOOOOX)(.X 000 OoC 
'--v-' 
I 
Inhibition 
)( -= "on" 
o "off" 
Case 2. 
~ ~ -~I 
"" XX" x')( X x\)(~O 00 
.... ~--c- ._ 7J 
...,.-.-." 
I 
Exci tati on 
Electric Current. 
Tn oth~ .... 'hor·ip , th'3 ~l.l t:. e'3;.,tion 1S. thdt th~ 3l~(~~f" i "'. 
cUl'rant i.s "3 0 ~troY1g tI10t i t ~ effect ~ override thB no!'rn:-I] ~:<r~ i ­
t p, tion/ inhi bi ticn rdc '~ ptor .:Lrrang;'3m3n t!=': and cause a s ~ gnH l '3 ff ·.) C7 
eQuivalent to that obtai nad f r om an a pp l ication of an ell i;>tical 
ar~a s t imuills to the !=':kjn . 
Tha R3~calar onc~ a~ain div i d3S the sum of the 
spikes a.rT'lv ing a.t the CD ul1tar 1. n a g iven i nterv ::tJ.. by the m~<ln 
firi.ng fraq".l 311cy of tha unit~ samrldd ~ But of C011 1"::; a , thp. bi£ 
diffe renc e now is th ~ t the number of ~ n it~ samplad has go n~ 11} _ 
It !'lOW inc ludes all thR uni ts markad a~ " exci tat::>ryll it" di. ·~C' !, 9.'1l ? 
And the answer to th is divisi on sum , with v a rianc e , is "one" ar.d 
not "two" . 
~ven tha or i ginal formu l a tion of tha morl31 in itR 
sim~l ifiad prasent:~.t.ion , mA.y hav9: prddicted thi!=': e f f ect, s~ nce 
the Res ca ler was Rpec i fic al ly deqigned to al low for s ize trq~s­
fa !", i s . to m3.ke t ~e two pojn t de~criminat io n irrW~ ~ '9ctiv'3 o f 
t he "ize of the stiOlulus probeR , 
The way in which the model accor.1od a tes l)rac tice 
effect s on the two point threshold was outlined in the l as t 
chi:!p ter. The modal 'N ;~nt further in that it seem~d to be abl3 
to account for both "tY118S of p r a c tice ·gffect obs 3rved in t h is 
etudy , 
Th8 monel Qeal~ with the tra~Rfer of p r~ct:ce 
effactR in t~rms of a "cl fir i fy in[; " of r.antr~l e ffect s alo'(1@; toe 
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r.eci~i.on a xis~. '!1h~ fi.:."l r-'W1 of ;=: ff '~!,8nt facili.t:->.tion oouli! fC"!'r!1· 
a p~ rt of the t ~an~f~ r of prsctioe effgct~ to the surrounding 
skin , but it would do so in t arms of a central decrease in display 
-
variance or a ~hifting of this display downwards . 
mOt'3 difficult . !I.~ore -3vidence on the exact pHt.tern i ng of bi-
l ate ral inte1'action a t cortical laval m:-ty sues~st a clear-a!" 
pictur·3 of what wou li ba involved . It wa~ notad enrliar that 
mOAt c utaneous project io n wa~ to t he contralat~ral cortical 
araa. That'd we re , however, ipsilat e ra l projections aR wall , 
particularly in Somatic area II . Gibson ' s ( 1953) suggestion 
about ob t ai ning a conce pt of the "dimension of sti_mulatio n to be 
va riad" should ba notea onc e mor3 . Actually, there are bound to 
be crO SS- hemisphere influences across the c or pus callosum , but 
on the mod~l all t his could ba doing is setttng the position of 
the criter i on C. At the B ~m9 time , if the c entral effects of 
practicing an S.!,3a of skin on the left fore :~ r:r. ara be:!.!1g carried 
to both hemis pharas through contral ~t 3ral ~nrl ips ilatera l pro-
jactions , then th3rs i~ no rea~on why some rec ord of thiR 8hnul~ 
not bd avai l ~b19 :n the left he~iqphe re . Any racord mad~ there 
is very relevant to the t~o point threshold on the right forea r m. 
Thus on the mod91, thi.s tran~fer i~ accomod"ted by saying tha t 
necision Rxis 3 is the rasult of cortical aff~cts in both hemi -
sphares , " nd therefore what happer's to the display var iar.c3 wi ll 
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apply to both sides of the body. 
Woodworth and Schlosberg much earlier wrote "Slight 
cues of I and 2 points must differ greatly in differently struc-
tured regioDs of the skin, but they could be almost identical 
in bilaterally symmetrical regions". 
The model is thus able to deal with the transfer of 
practice effects to the symmetrically opposite part of the body 
as well. 
The properties of the two point threshold listed 
by Sherrington have thus been related to the model proposed in 
this paper, and the model is able to accomodate them. 
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-12. 
CONCLUSIONS. 
This paper has suggested certain areas to which a 
study of the two point threshold is important. The signal detec-
tion models of the last fifteen years have replaced classical 
statements about absolute thresholds with a formulation in terms 
of the probabilities of detecting a signal under specified con-
ditions. These specified conditions are all important, since they 
are what determine any one particular deCision outcome. 
As has been mentioned earlier, the fact that there 
i8 a two point threshold at all presents a problem. What is it 
about the physiology of the organism that sets a limit to its 
peroeptual ability in this way? The model propcsed in this paper 
was designed to consider just this problem. 
The fact that practice can serve to lower this limi t 
in perceptual ability has been demonstrated . experimentally in this 
study. Using a number of subjects of differing ages, sex, and 
level of westernisation confirmed what earlier experimenters using 
only one or at most two subjects had fo·und. 
The model of the neural mechanisms underlying the 
two point threshold pro posed here will have to be discarded when 
its predictiOns no longer accord with the experimental findings 
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on the two point threshold. 
For example, cortical perception may be found in time 
to be something other than a quantitative analysis of active neurcns. 
Such a finding from the physiology laboratory would mean that models 
such as the one proposed here would have to be replaced by others 
more in touch with the new findings and more able to yield experi-
mentally testable hypotheses. 
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APP3ND1X I. 
RAW SCOR~S FOR 15 SUBJECTS. 
Two point threshold a.m. and p.m. for 28 days. 
Subject Subject Subject Subject Subject Subject Subject Subject . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
(SS ICIIi/ Male Mala Female Female Female Female Male Male 
"0. African African African African African African British British 
1. 25·00 21.50 25.00 23.33 21.00 25.00 21.11 23.00 
2. 21.11 22 . 22 20.00 21.71 20. 00 22.22 23.20 21.50 
3. 21.33 2).20 19.20 22.22 22.00 21.33 21.40 23.33 
4. 23.20 22 .00 20 .57 23.00 17.67 22.14 22·50 21.80 
5· 21.29 21.00 18.67 21.80 17.78 24.00 23.00 22.22 
6. 2.0.00 20 ·50 20. 00 20.00 17.20 20.86 22.00 21.20 
7. 22.40 23·50 17.33 19.83 16.40 18.40 23.50 21. 67 
8. 18.86 18. 80 16. 67 19.67 15.40 15.83 22.80 22.67 
9. 20.00 18.00 15·50 18.50 16.20 17.00 21.11 21.50 
10. 23.00 20.00 15·50 18.00 15·50 18.00 21.50 20·50 
11. 21.00 19.00 18.87 . 16.80 18.00 16. 00 20.75 20.67 
12. 21.20 21.20 16.80 19·50 14· 50 17·50 21 .40 21.71 
13. 16.50 20.00 14.50 16. 67 18.00 18.60 23.00 21.80 
14. 20. 00 16. 00 16.40 16.00 16.40 16.33 19·50 20 ·57 
15· 21 . 88 16.00 16.40 17.60 15·50 16. 00 20.25 19.70 16. 21.12 18.00 14.80 18.40 17.00 16.00 20. 80 20.70 
17. 19.00 18.00 15.17 16. 00 15.00 17.00 19.70 21. 50 
18. 19.20 20.00 14.83 15·00 15·33 16.00 18 • .50 20.83 
19. 20.00 20.00 14.33 15· 20 15.00 16.11 19.75 21. [,0 20. 20.00 20 . 00 15·50 16.67 15.80 15·55 18.60 19.70 21- 20.B6 20.00 16.00 14. 00 15·50 15· 50 19.00 18. 67 22. 1B.75 20 . 00 16.00 14. 00 14.00 15·52 18.50 18.70 23. 16.00 16.50 15· 25 16.33 14.00 16.20 I B.OO 20.83 
24. 15.00 16. 00 15· 50 13.20 14·50 16.12 19 . 00 20.70 
25· 14·50 15.67 15.60 14.00 15·75 16.00 17.80 19·50 26. 12.00 20 . 00 14.83 17.50 15.17 17.00 17.75 19.00 
27· 13.33 16.86 15·00 16.00 15·00 16.21 17·50 19.22 28. 13.50 16. 67 14.75 15·00 17.00 16.33 16.50 18.22 29. 13.33 18.00 17.00 15·23 17 . 40 12.00 16. 00 18 . 67 30. 15·33 16.50 15·00 16.00 16. 00 16.00 15·33 16.50 31. 18.00 16.67 16.17 16. 86 16.40 15.33 16. 60 17.00 32. 13.12 18.00 16.00 16.20 16.20 16.67 16.33 16.50 
.33. 15·44 19.00 16. 00 16.00 15.50 18.00 16.00 15.80 34. 14.00 15.71 14·50 16.00 16. 00 15·53 15·50 15·33 35. 15.50 16,17 15.20 16.00 15·50 15.13 15·33 14.37 
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(continued) 
. -r ~;~j~~-;-SUbje~~-~~~je;;;~~j:;~~~~;~C~" ~~~je;; SU~j~C~ -;~~ject 
•
_ .. ,. 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
~. 1 Male Male Female Female Female Female Male Male 
No . African African African African Afrioan African British British 
36. 
37. I 
38· 1 
39. 1 
; 
40. : 
41· 1 
42' 1' 43. 
44. \ 
45· 
46. 
47. 
48. 1 
49. i 
50. i 
51. ; 
i 52. I 
53. ! 
54. 
55. 
56. 
15·50 
12.67 
13.89 
12.17 
12.00 
11.67 
11.43 
10.00 
11.17 
9.25 
11.00 
10.50 
11.67 
11.00 
10.50 
11.00 
10.00 
9.75 
10.50 
9.25 
9.17 
T« f\ '" ~ r f: f!. :-
1'1 ..... 9.25 
P. <"I. 9.00 
15.67 
15·57 
15.00 
15· 75 
14.60 
14.67 
14.28 
14.50 
15.00 
13.00 
13.17 . 13.00 
13.50 12.00 
15.00 13.00 
14.00 
13·50 
15.00 
15.67 
15.50 
14.00 
14.33 
13·57 
18.00 
15·57 
13.75 
13.00 
13.50 
13·57 
13 .17 
12.75 
12·50 
12.17 
12·50 
13.17 
12·75 
12.25 13.80 
13.33 14.00 
13.67 .14.00 
13.18 
14.00 
12.50 
12.00 
10.25 
9.20 
8.00 
8.25 
8.00 
8.25 
8.75 
8.25 
8.00 
9.20 
13.80 
15.50 
14.25 
13·50 
14.00 
13 .60 
15·20 
11.40 
12.25 
11.67 
15.20 
13.00 
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15.67 
16.00 
16.75 
15.33 
16.00 
17.20 
16.75 
16.75 
17.00 
16.00 
15.50 
15.40 
15.00 
13.67 
14.00 
13.75 
14.00 
15.33 
14.50 
14.00 
16.00 
15·00 
15.67 
14.00 
15.40 
15.67 
15.67 
16.33 
17.00 
17.20 
15.00 
16.67 
16.00 
17.20 
15.67 
15.33 
16.33 
16.33 
14.00 
14.67 
14·50 
15.33 
15·00 
14·50 
16.33 
16.00 
15.00 
16~00 
15.67 
15·50 
14.50 
15·00 
14.50 
14.33 
14.80 
14.00 
13.50 
13. 80 
13.33 
13 . 80 
12.33 
13.00 
12.50 
13.25 
12.33 
12.33 
12.50 
12.75 
12.67 
13.86 
13.43 
13.50 
13.00 
13 .50 
14·50 
12.50 
11.33 
11.67 
12.00 
12.00 
12.00 
11.67 
12.50 
13.00 
11.67 
11.3~ 
11.33 
12.00 
11.00 
11.33 
11.00 
12·50 j 
,--- - ---- - - ----_._-._- - -- -.- .----- .- ._---- ----
Subject Subject Subject Subject Subject Subject Subject 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
£SSIQ" 
No> Female Male Female Male Female Male Male 
British British Wht.S.A Wht.S.A Wht.S.A Wht.S.A African 
1. 19·00 20.83 17.00 21.50 21.20 22.67 26.00 
2. 18.75 22·50 19.00 20.83 18.75 21.67 27.50 
3. 18.75 18.00 19.70 21.80 19.25 21.50 25.50 
I 4. 18.80 19·50 18.00 22.50 18.25 17.71 25.33 5· 18.50 18.50 18.67 21.00 17.33 18.00 26.00 6. 18.80 19. 67 17.00 18.00 17.17 21.00 25.33 I 7. 18.33 18.75 19.00 18.80 17 .20 17.20 25.00 
8. 18.33 19.25 19.75 16.75 18.00 16.00 22.00 I I 
9. 18.75 18.25 18.00 19.50 16.00 16.00 22·50 i 
10. 17.50 17.23 20.00 18.50 17.00 18.80 22.80 I 
11. 17.33 17.17 20.40 19.67 17.00 16.00 22.67 \ , 
12. 18.00 17.17 18.00 19.33 18.00 16.80 21.50 I 
13. 17.00 18.00 18.00 18.50 17.50 18.00 20.67 I , 
14. 16.50 18.25 18 .40 18. :33 17 .50 15.50 20.67 I 
15· 16.75 20.83 17.20 19.00 16.40 18.00 21.00 
, 
! 16. 17 .33 17.33 18 .20 18.00 17.00 15. 50 20.50 ! 17. 16.33 16.40 17 .00 18.00 17.00 15.33 21.67 I 18. 16.25 18.00 17.67 . 17.50 16.00 15.60 23.00 ! 19. 17.00 15.57 17.00 15· 90 17 .60 15.80 22.67 I 
20. 16.50 16.50 16.00 17.40 15·57 15.00 20.50 
21. 15.80 16.67 16.20 15.50 15.33 16.00 
22. 15.33 17 .17 15·42 15. 00 15.57 16.00 
23. 14.50 15·50 16.60 15.00 14.50 15.33 
24. 15.00 14.75 16.75 15·00 14.67 13.87 
25. 12.75 14.40 15·50 13 .83 15.20 14.37 
26. 15.33 16.30 16.80 15·00 13 .33 18.00 
27. 15.50 15.60 17 .00 13.50 14.00 12.86 
28. 14.80 15.73 16.57 14.80 15.33 13.00 R.sS~"L.T,J). 29. 13.50 15.40 18.00 15.40 16.00 13.43 
30. 14.75 15.80 18.00 13 .00 14.00 12.50 
31. 13.75 13.67 16.43 14.60 13.00 12.00 
32. 13.00 13.67 19.00 14.40 14.00 11.33 
33. 13.25 12.80 17 .43 16.30 14.43 10.00 
34. 12.33 13 .83 15.67 14.75 13.00 12.00 
35. 12.67 13·50 17.00 14.40 14.00 11.00 
36. 13.00 14.17 15·44 15.00 12.60 10.00 
37. 12.33 13.50 15.60 14.00 13.00 11.00 
38. 12.00 13.00 14.50 13.00 12.00 10.00 
39. 11.67 14.00 13.33 13.50 12.00 1l.67 
40. 11.50 12.40 13.50 13.20 12.00 11.25 
41. 12.67 13.33 13 .33 13 .20 12.00 11.25 
42, . 11. 33 11..00 14·50 12·53 13.00 11.00 
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Subject Subject Subject Subject Subject 
9 10 11 12 13 
Stss ION Female Male Female Male Female Na. British British Wht.S.A Wht.S.A Wht.S. A 
43. 12.50 12.00 15·00 10.40 11.33 
44. 12.00 11.17 12.75 11.60 11.00 
45· 11.20 11.67 15.00 13.33 11.33 i 46. 11.33 11.33 15.00 12.40 10.00 I 47. 11.75 10.00 14.71 12.83 10·50 48. , 11.00 10·50 14.25 11.33 10.00 
49. I 11.17 9.20 12.83 10.20 9.00 I 
50. I 11.33 9.40 12.33 9.00 9.67 51. 10·50 9.50 12.60 10.00 9.00 
52. 10.80 9.17 12.33 9.17 8.75 
53. 11.25 9.00 11.33 9·50 10.00 
54. 11.00 8.33 12.33 8.50 8.50 
55. 10.33 8.25 10.83 8.40 8.50 
56. 10.50 8.50 10.27 9.40 8.43 
i 
TRANS:F £: It : -
j 
, 
Fl."". I 10.20 8.33 10.32 9.00 8.00 I I 12.22 8.67 11.75 9.00 8.75 P. t"\ . I 
I 
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---------------------1 
Subject Subject 
_ 14 15 
Male Male-
Wht.S.A African I 
10.75 
11.25 
10.00 
10.00 
11.67 
9.75 
9.87 
9·50 
10.00 
12.20 
10.20 
9.50 
9·50 
9.87 
10.20 
12.00 
i 
i 
I , 
i 
I 
I , 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i , 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
--1 
APP~NDIX II. 
Calculation of t, mean scores for the first week 
against mean scores for the fourth week. 
, 
. 
I I , .. I Subject Mean for Mean for Difference Differenca , 
1 number first weak fourth wk. D :;)1-
1. 21.0635 10.3400 IO.7235 114.99345 i 
2. 20.4942 13.6714 6.8228 46.55059 
3. 18.1650 10.4071 7.7579 60.18501 
4. 19.7878 13.6100 6.1778 38.16521 
5. 17·5750 15.0642 2.5108 6.30411 
6. 19·5864 15.4664 4.1200 16.97440 
I 
7. 21.9121 13.2714 8.6407 74.66159 
8. 21.7242 11.7735 9.9507 99.01643 
I 
9. 18.1671 11.1900 6.9771 48.67992 I 
10. lc.5835 9.8585 8.7250 76.125$2 
, 
11. 18.6321 I 12.9685 5.6636 32.0763 6 I 12. 19. 5435 I 9.7185 9.9250 98.50552 
I 
I 13. 17 .8678 9.7150 8.1528 66.46814 
I . 14. 18.2750 I IO.2900 7.9850 63.76022 I : 
Totals: 271.4772 167.3445 104.1)27 842.46277 
N I Lf. . = i: J) . • £. ]) ... , " I J . . . . . . 
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Step 1. 
Sta2 2. 
.. 
Step 3. 
Step 4. 
-n • f.n 
n 
s", • (nl. 
-n 
Do. 
104.1327 
14 
= 
z 842.46277 
14 
• 60.17591 
• 4.85133 
s = J4.85133 • 2.20257 
B_ = s • 2.20257 ]) In - 1 Jf3 
t ~ n . • 7.43805 
X 
1 
• 12.17589 
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= 
7.43805 
(7.43805) 
55.32458 
2.20257 
3.60555 
3. 60555 
2.20257 
1-
APP21NDIX III. 
Calculation of t, mean scores for the first day 
against mean scores for the transfer spot. 
Subject .j Mean for Mean trans- Difference 
I first day number fer spot. D , , 
1. 23.055 I 9.12 13.935 I , 
21.86 
I 
8.27 2. 13.59 
3. 22.50 8.60 13.90 
4. 22.52 14.10 8.42 
5. 20.50 15.34 5.16 
6. 23.61 16.16 7.45 
7. 22.155 12.71 9.445 
8. 22.25 11.75 10.50 
9. 18.875 11.21 7.665 
10. 21.665 8.50 13.165 
11. 18.00 11.03 6.97 
12. 21.165 . 9.00 12.165 
13. 19.975 8.37 11.605 
14. . 22.17 11.10 11.07 
Totals: ~ 300.300 160.58 139.72 I . t-/,II, I , = Ell . 
Step 1. D _ (D = 139.72 
14 n 
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Difference2- I 
I 
. D'" I i 
194.1842 
i 68.3929 I I I 
. 193.2100 I I 
70.8964 I 
26.6256 
I 55.5025 I 89.2080 
I 110.2500 
i 58.7522 , I 
I 173.3172 I I I 
I 
48.5809 i i , 
I 
147.9872 , , , 
I I , 
I 134.6760 i I , 122.5449 I 1 I 
I 
, 
I 
1494.128 , I 
, {" 11>- i 
.. Step 2. s 
. s . . 
Step 3. 
Step 4. t 
.. 
-
i:D Iii.. ~ 1494.128 
- n 14 
= 106.7234 
= 7.1230 
• J7.1230 • 2.6689 
= s ~ 2.6689 ~ 
In - 1 % 
~ D = 9.98 3.60555 
-- X 1 2.6689 
= 13.4825 
(9.98 ) l. 
99.6004 
2.6689 
3.60555 
APPENDIX IV. 
A graph s howing the improvement with practice for subject numb~r 
12 (mala, white, S.A.) over 56 sessions. 
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